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The Murray Ledger & Times
,

Volume 98 No.

In Our 96th Year.

Murray, Ky., ThursOarAfternoon. January 6,

Opposition To National
Hotel Proje0 Voiced At
Public Hearing Held Here

Cm-Section — 12 Pages

gr

the second and third floor of the
haltthe building to be purchased.'
ddngwhe
.ie the -housing units wilt
Diatibnai noteliStulding-tiVtai;
-be located.
Purdom,Sr.,
Substantialopposition was 'Voiced
Fri
- IA}. Miller an
today at a pliblic hearing on a proposed - according, to statements'made 'at the _ Councilman Dave Willis, who was
• also at the hearing, criticized the
housing project for the low-income and
public hearing.
IhetelderLy..Pro/P°1-,saying it is nat-the teP-PrioritY
Henley also--criticized- the-project
The publichearing was held on.a prebecause ittaccordiN;to him, has never - item -ti the _city. Willis noted that the
application that will be suluniTted Jam
been brought before the city council for - Douglas Community housing situation
has been labeled as the top priority
17 on a federal grantto fund a project to
consideration. His third objection, also
item for renovatioOrifid,that project
renovate the National Hotel building
voiced by several other persons at the
has not been seriously considered for
into a housing, dining,and recreational
hearing, is the danger of fire hazards on
_4his grant money.
center for the low-income and elderly.
_
This is the third and final year for the
Six members of the Murray City
federal grant program. A total of $12
Council were present at the meeting,as
million has_bcen virmarkod- to be
well as several.other persons.
distributed in Kentucky. This project,
Councilman
-Melvin
Henley
when submitted last year, was ranked
registered strong opposition to tilt
•
'44th out of 144 in Kentucky.The topltaf
project, citing three objections to: the
those -projects were funded, and the
proposal. Henley criticized the project,
Murray project stands an excellent
saying he doesn't(el it is morally right
for federal money to be used to buy n
A reporting schedule forTappan., . chance of being funded this year, acearthy% to City Planner Steve Zea.
building to add to the Murray Housing workers. who will be:applying for
The National Hotel project is
Authority, when the director of the
inemployment compensation has been •
housing authority, L. D. Miller, owns announced by the Kentucky Depart-' estimated to cost approximately
ment of Employnieni Security office in J450,000, and would provide 25 housing
units on the second and third floors,and
Mayfield.
---Avigigke-s-firiimilie-oftteelim
--.asslisoingeonapioa-asiteecreational area.
0
in the basement and ground floors.
located at 319 S..7thiJR.., Mayfield, said
Several of the councilmen present,
that workerishould report to the office
according to the-last digit in their social - and others as well, voiced concern over
Gerald Cahoon, Route Eight, deputy
the safety of the building in the event of
sheriff in the Calloway County Sheriff's security number. The schedule for
fire. Fire Chief Jackie Cooper, who was
office...„ has announced his resignation applicants is as follows:
also at the meeting,told the group that,
Wednesday,January 12
' from that post.
"Realistically,,
we would.
1 p. m.—Persons whose social
Cahoon, who his been oh the force in
problem in rescueing persons from the
security
numbers
end
with
1.
capacities
full
time
blith part time and
p.' m.—Persons whose social- upperfloors inthe event of afire.'
for the past six Years,Said today he will
Cooper Also noted that the same
end with 2.
----return to work at the Tappan Co. for a security niunbers
Thursday,lanual
„is
__problem is presentat the local hospital
vaiile, and will be a candidate for
8 a. m.—Persons whose social • but that the National Hotel building is of
sheriff in the May primary here.
wood- construction, adding to the
security numbersend with3-.91- -30-11: -IR-.—Persora'whose social
4941444-fire--Zea concluded the meetiiig,. saying
STRANGE FORECAST—This weather forecast, on the marquee of alocal restaurant this morning,seemed a little
security numbers end with 4
An
that he will take the feelings expressed
strange as large flakes of"snow swirled in the air. The snow storm, which has created hazardous driving conditions
# 11 a. m.—Persons whose social
the-hearing-to-hfayurJuhnScutt, who
thwrughout the. area, was pvedichrifto kavir up,to three inchrs of accumulation in Calloway County.
security numbers end with 5.'
Statf Photo By flavidHiu
1:30 p.'.„
rq —Persons whose social _ will have the firiardecfsion .on,,whether
to pursue the grad. waibibughtout
security numbers end with 6.
atthe meeting that tifelpOlication does
The Murray
:Calloway County
3
m.—Persons whose social
. not require coune pproval, and is at
'Ministerial Association, at its regular security numbers end with 7.
the discretion of t mayor for priority ..
Friday,January 14
8. *. m.-=Pers9ns whose social " ratings on different'projects.
motion which expressed
the sale of alcoholic beverages in security numbers end with&
Murray and Calloway County, The
9:30 a. m.—Persons whose social
group called fok a citizens meeting of security.numbers end with 9.
11 a. m.—Persons whose sOoial
those interested in opposing the sale of
akoholic beverages.
1.
security numbersend with-0.
_
Three Calloway Countians remained
A public meeting sponsored by the
That forecast prompted school ofPaducah and moved eastward across
_PLaimed earlier this_week_by &heavy
hospitalized in Nashville, Tn., today._ snow, Calloway County and the rest of
ficials to call off classes in most central_ -"
e a ea oway
assocut on
thestate,_
with injuries suffered in a traffic ac=- 'Kentucky received- -another dose of
and southern-Kentuckycounties.
County Courthouse,Thursday,January
The free/Trig drizzle covered highindent wbich took the life of Herrhert --winter weather today as a winter storm
Road crews throughout the -state
13, 7:00 p. m. This information and
_ways in ceettral Kentucky with- a thin
(Hub)Erwin,77; of Hazel.
were placed on alert early today in
organization meeting will include a
that was forcast to spread up to three
sheet of iceTstausing a rash of traffic
anticipation of worsening conditions on
Mrs. Eva Erwin, Mr. Erwin's Widow, inches of new snow'moved ,into the . accidents and some injuries, police
brief address by Delbert Butts,director
interstate highways.
was listed. in fair condition...in -the
of the Temperance Le_ ague of KenCommonwealth.
agencies reported7""
In the Covington-Cincinnati area,
tucky. All citizens are encouraged to
surgical intensive care unit of Baptist
In - Louisville, about
50 cars were which received up to eight. inches of
The snowstorm, which -began early
..
attend,a spokesman said. :
Hospital; Mrs. L. . W. Paschall,
involved in a series of mishaps on Dixie_ snow Wednesday, highways were
this morning and was accompanied by
•
daughter of the '‘vin couple, is listed
HighWay, a major thoroughfare south reported generally clear. The National
sleet, forced thellosing of the Calloway
in satisfactory --condition in the inThe Harlem Globetrotters basketball
the city in Jefferson County. Je/- Weather Service ,sald that the heavy
of
as
well
County
today
as
School
system
tensive
care
unit, also at Baptist; and
game scheduled for tonight at 7:30 p.m.
ferson
County .' 1i_cre said there were snowfall ended- Wednesday mainidg,
..
throughout
several
meetings
scheduled
L. W. Pasc-hall-is-listed-in-satisfaetory
in the Murray State University Sports
Travelers advisory tonight. Cold with
_ the city._ .. . .. . . - - - ---,-,..- -several-injuries:: in- tnckse-.ancidnntsh,— .- hut- ttrat "sir0Y-segvelligneties---of'rm.
Areas
will
be
*
held
as
,
scheduled,
a
-and
stable
condition-in
the
intensive
snow , likely tordght, -possible'
but that none appeared serious. - Classes were held as usual in the
..
remains
-at
the
Cincinnati
.
,Greater
care
unit
of
Hospital.
Vanderbilt
Jaycees,
spokesman
for
the
M
ay
cumulation one to three inches. Snow
State police reported that secondary
Murray City Seha01 System.
.
Airport.
The
four
local
residents
were
iiirente
sponsors
of
the
event,
sai
today:
ending and cold Friday. Low tonight in
roads still covered with the remains of' "The combination of the sunshine and
to Florida when the one-car acsident
The Globetrotter* are expected to
The Harlem 'Globetrotters game
the'upper teens to low 20s. High Friday
earlier snows were slick, especially in the highway department cleaned off all •
occurred Wednesday morning.
arrive in Murray late this afternoon
Scheduled for tonight in the MSU Sports
in the upper 20s to low 30s. Satuiday
the Louisville, Lexington, Frankfort, the main arteries," said - an NWS
Mr.
Erykin's
obituary is printed on
and the game "will be held as planArena will be held as scheduled, a
mostly cloudy and cold with snow
London and Bowling Green areas.
spokesman, who added that , the
page 12 of today's newspaper.
ned," the spokesman said.
spokesman Said.
frurries.
Adding to the problems_ was a dense expected additional 'Snowrall probably
A traveler's advisory was iSSUPit
limited
severely
earlY morning fogthat
'
- il
c'
wouldn't cause that area any.undue early Aday by state police after the'p%. visibility
,.
throughout central .and
trouoies.
National Weather Service issued a 'southern portions of the state, state .
winter storm watch for the entire state., I police said.
..
TODAY'S INDEX
The latest winter Weather alerts
'
A state police spokesman in FrankOne Section Today
followed closely on the heels of snow '
fort reported several "fender bender"
2,3
Local Scene
storms earlier in .tbe week that left 1
accidents in-that area, and blamed
.
Dear Abby
—KerituckY highways, particularly
1 those collisions on icy roads.
.
1
_Horoscope
secondary -routes, snow-covered and i
i
Interstate routes were reLlorted open
4
Opinion Page_
slick.
.
today,SportsDriving condition's
'
in - central and ., ). eartY
althcnigh"
'
I llticin
"
tre
expected to deteriorate later in the day—. Crossword
southern -Kentucky worsened early 1
as a Winter storm-approached the state 9
Comics
today as light drizzle and- heavy fog 'from the 'we'st. That- system was
10.1.1
moved into the area Later in theday,a---1, foreciht to dump up to-three inches
of. Deaths& Punerals
1;?
snow- storm entered Ape state near " snow across the state by midnight.'
-

By DAVID HILL
CD

b""

•••••

•

15' Per Copy

Unemployment
Applications
Are Scheduled

.---GaratiL Cob on--T.o.
Resign As Deputy

ti-AIcoho!
Meeting Set

Accident Victims
Remain In Hospital

other Dose Of inter
eathe, r Hits Area -Today

W

Globetrotter
Game VV ill Be
Held Tonight

Travelers Advisory

Change In TaX Rules May Mean
Thousands Will Owe More Taxes
-

—
DONATION — Charlie Lassiter, Director of Pupil Personnel for tire Calloway County School System, and former
state representative, has donated his collection of legislative records h:0111 the Kentucl4 General Assent* to the
'Calloway County High School Library. Joanna Sykes, right, librarian;said a special Foil .vticirrand display willbe set
up for the approximately 30 volumes in the new Wary at CCHS, which will be ripen& next year. The collection includes all bills and resolutions that were introduced 40 the State legislature and all bills that were passed from 19621969, as Well as the daily legislative journals. Lassiter was state representative for Calloway and Trigg Counties
that
during
,
. period.
•
Staff Photo byliavidTfin

will have tohe paid on such income f(T
the entire year.
The same law also gave some taXpayers a, break by making it easier to .
take a-deduction for alim,ony payments
and 'giving • a larger deduction for
moving expenses. But Congress put off.
At -the same time,- Congress put off .the effective date of these benefits until
the ef(ective date for two tax-saving 'this Jan. I and they cannottoe taken adyantage of until 1977 tax forms ari
benefits so that elriible taxpayers will
have to wait- until they file their 1977- filled out in 1978.
The new law on_sick pay requires a-income taxa*,
unable
person-to be- totally disabled
The congressional' decisions were
to work at any job --- before he or she'-.prompted by the desire to raise more
can -exclude up to t100 a week in
revenues to meet fede-Ail budget'goals.
disability payments from income:
In the case of sick pay and foreign
The foreign income.rhange generally
Income, the law enacted Oct.4 was..
means that all income ôvèf 215-,000"
made retroactive to Jan. 1.Thus, taxes
WASHINGTON'(AP) — Hundreds of
_thousands of Americans may find
,.themselves unexpeCtedly-_owing money,
to Uncle Sam'. on 1976 income taxes
because Congress last year changed the
nesop sick pay and income earned

"TI
T-••••

*•%%*. %,•••••••a****••••••
•

-

-earned overseas is. subject to tax instead of the $20,000 to $25,000 exclusion
of previous la*.'
For lrtthe rait- year for which the
IRS-has figures, $l.4billion in sick pay
was claimed on 1,354,000 returns.
Another 125,808' returns claimed an exclusion of $1.8 million in foreign income. •
The IRS said it had no estimate on
hew many taxpayers would still.. be
eligible for the more stringent hick pay
exclusion. under the neW • law, but a
spokesman said the,nurnber would
far fewer thaitin previous years. Most
taimayers, working and earninemtrierw- -'abroad will be affected by the lower
. foreign irtcorhe exclusion.
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Mrs. Sanders Speaks
At Meet, Byrn Home

AT AUBURN0ILLA
Mr..^tuid Mrs. Phillip Dan
..Anderson are now residing in
Auburn, Ala, where he is a
senior in tte, College of
Business at Auburn University and his wife, the former
Mary Ann Taylor, daught,Pr of
Mr. and-Mrs. Denni:s Taylor of
Murray, is a student in
veterinary medicine.. Mr...
Anderson is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Anderson,
College Farm Road, Murray.

A dessert course.was served
Mrs. James Byrn .was
hostess for the recent meeting by Mrs. Byrn and het
of the Captain Wendell Oury daughter.
Present for the meeting
Chaptyr of the Daughters of
the arnebican Revolution held were Mrs. Livesay, Mrs.
at her home on Circaraxna Maurice Humphreys, Mrs.
Robert 0. Miller, Mrs.
•
Drive, Murray.
The regent,' Mrs. John J. Gaylord Forrest, Mrs. E. S.
Livesay, opened the meeting Diuguid, Mrs. Price Doyle,
by giving the, pledge of Mrs. Leon Grogan, Mrs. Max
allegiance to the United States Hurt, Mrs. Clifton Key, ?ars.
flag and read the DAR pledge. Carl Lockhart, Mrs. Corinne
Estel
Mrs. Max Hurt, chaplain.,led McNutt, _ Mrs.
Moorehead, Mrs. Arvin Clark,
ritual. •
in giving the
'
Grogan, Mrs. W. S., Major, Mrs.
Mrs.. Leon
FLORIDA GUESTS
secretary, read the minutes Stephen Sanders, Mrs. Pau,* Mr. and Mrs. Max Outland
and gave a short talk on Sturm,, Mrs. Wells Purdom, of Port Charlohe, Fla., have
"National Defense." Mrs. Mrs. Ray Munday, Mrs. John returned home after spending
John A. Nance gave the A. Nance, Mrs. Robert Bucy, the holidays with their
treasurer's report. Two new Miss Maude Nance, and Mrs. parents, Mrs. 0th tulland,
members, Mrs. Robert 0. James Byrn and daughter. •'Canterbury Estates,
Mr.
The next meeting will be on
and Mrs. Gaylord
and Mrs. Leo Alexander,
Forrest, were welcOmed by January 8 at 1:30 p.m. at the Dudley Drive, Murray.
beim of Mrs. Paul Sturm.
the chapter.
The speaker for the day was •
. Mrs;Stcphen
al y ata a cal—
gITOPLAST
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Sanders who gave an • Do other errands first, then
Mrs. Bobby Witherington of
interesting and instructive grocery shopping. That means Murray has been dismissed
picture of the life of "Thomas uu can go right-house and get from the Western Baptist
--Jefferson, PatriS and food into refrigerator or Hospital, Paducah.
freezer to prevent spoilage..
Genius."

Runyons To Observe
Anniversary Here
:58th
. _

1

Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Runyon of Murray Route Three will
celebrate their 58th wedding anniversary on Friday, January
7. They were married on January 7, 1919 at Pilgtim, Kentucky.
Mrs. Runyon is the former Sadie Jewell. No formal celebration
is planned.
They are the parents of four children: Sherman Runyon of'
Detroit, Michigan; Geraldine Kelly, Route 3, Murray; C. C.
Runyon ---of Sunset Blvd.,- Murray; and Willis Runyon,
deceased.
They have fourteen grandchildren and eleven great grandchildren.

NOTICE
BIG SQUARE DANCE

Everi Friday 8:00 p.m.
Come Dance, Look,or Listen
.

FREE! FREE!

anT

Drawing for new $20.00 bill to be
.e Country Music
t tk
_ smp.m
given awaya

Show.
Saturday

Ky. Lake Music Barn
. For information call...502-436-8806

1.444.6spouotkptalaTcuitravtUtRoari•C144H444enyte63.130106AA.cskti,,A, K44.

Central Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.

JANUARY CLEARANCE f
SALE SIARTS TODAY! DOPRS OPEN 10 A.M.

7'S

ART DISPLAY AT LIBRARY—Randy Thurmond shows three of his oil paintings on the
right that are now on displly at the Calloway County Public Library. The top picture is
of a grist mill that Randy painted from a small picture. In the center is a landscape
scene and at the bottom is a snow scene that Randy painted from his own imagination
with a little help from the scenes around the Thurmond home on Murray Route One
just off Highway 121 North near West Fork Baptist Church. Thurmond has been paintin_s for about 2% years and is a Member of the Murm_Art Guild. He paints for the
Therttiag, i1977
priaitire and as "'Nutty, but Mr-Oa simile-of'
graduate of Calloway County High School, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Thurmond
of Murray Route One, and is employed at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Persons are urged to see the display of paintings by Thurmond at the Calloway County
Public Library during the month of January, a spokesman said.

Sensationa
2 -& 3 Pc.

--RAN-1- SUITS
JUMPSUITS

ByIlelen F. Andrew, M.S..
Health Edgcator

cause.
Having eliminated the possibility of an abnormal condition of the bowel, follow these
suggestions from "You and
Your Health," edited by Har
old Shryock. M.D., and Hu
hert 0. Swartout,
Dr. RU.:
I. Eat --an abundance of

however, that constipation is fresh and cooked.
2. Include - whole-grain
a symptom which may have
bread and breakfast cereals in
many causes. If the difficult
persists, it is therefore advis- your diet daily.
3. Drink at least 8 glasses
able to see a doctor to elimit
nate such possibilities as a'of fluid—chiefly Water and
cancer or other tumor in the fruit juices—every day.
4. Go to the toilet regularly
wall of the intestine, adhesions, strictures or displace- every day—preferably soon
ments'of the bowel or other after breakfast—whether you

Thru Wed.

I

7.30,9:15 + 2:30 Sal,Sun.

feel like having a bowel move
ment or not. Also go imme
diately at any other tine
when you feel the urge.
5. If not able to have a
bowel movement otherwise,
take a saline enema at the end
_Ofae•regular stool visit, but not
oftener than once in 3 days.
6. Three times a day, take
tablespoons-of-pewderedbrewer's yeast stirred into a
glass of tomato juice or buttermilic.(This usually will not
have to be continued more
than a week.)
7. Take half an hour to an
hour of outdoor exercise daily.
The exercise should include
running or walking and should
be vigorous enough to cause
at least mild perspiration.

•Ltr

r.„;.

.7 1r
07/

LWIEVI
PE;

Ewa,irrountRcloresP,ese•Its

1111"'`

AT LASTTHE FIRST DISASTER MOVIE
WHERE EVERYBODY DIES BIG
(laughing)
In War A Bagasymard MP,
PG

THE

BUS

Thru Jan. 12
7:15,9:25 ± 2:30 Sat.,&In.

1110.
-

MARATHON
MAN
DUSTIN HOFFMAN

11

LAURENCE OUVIER
1 ,resars
A Torarnc,e+,

3rd Week
'7:15, 9:35 + 2:30 Sun.
The most
exciting
original
motion
picture
event
of ail
[PG1
time.

ed tr,mmed and
unty mated _long
end short -16-sfroon
Meoy-s-tykt4
colors and labrPcs
to choose Iron

1 1 99 _ 1 399

999

-REGULAR 17.99 to 65.00

WARRENGIRL
A baby girl, Stacy Lynn,
weighing eight pounds eight
ounces and 19;1 inches long,
was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby . Warren of Kirksey
Route -One on Monday,
January 3, at 3:20 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway. County
Hospital.
They have another girl.
Paula, age ten, and one son,
Dwayne, age six.
Grandparents are Hure
Warren of Kirksey and Mr.
and Mrs. James T. Sample of
Hazel Park, Mich. Great
•randparents are Conrad
Hutson of New Providence,
Mrs. Pearl -SamiSle—• of
Gilbertsville, and Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Vied of
Tatumville..

-

JUNIOR AND
SIZES

Pantsuits

0 1 rib es a corn4;n.i,v -s'erv-oce
'he Heolth Deparimen1,-Generol Cor
fe,ence
Se.erifO-day Adventtsts

America's Most Famous
Knit Maker

COORDINATE
SPORTSWEAR
REG. 17.99 to 24.99
ALL ONE PRICE

OUR F;onOuS
RACKS ARE FULL OF JR MISSES DRESSES i & 2 PC
DRESSES LONC, DRESSES JACKET DRESSES, WEEKENDERS & MORE'

GENUINE

BRUSHED

LEATHER.
COATS
IN

GOWNS

•PANTS

Reg 799

•VESTS

THIS SEASONS MOST
WANTED CHERRt COtOR

399.

Reg 159 99\ TO 169 99 •

9999
PANT COAT 1ENGTH
Ct '7,7 •

WORKMAN TWINS
Twin boys, Matthew Wilson
and Daniel Scott, were born to
Mr. and Mrs. Richard.Workman of .Granbury, Texas, oil
Tuesday, October 26.
They have two other sons,
Ross,, age eight, and Rusty,
age three. The father will
graduate in May from. the
Baptist
Southwestern
Theological Seminary_ and is
minister of education at the
Church,
Baptist
First
s-1,,,,
•
,Granbury, Texas.
Grandparents are Mr. and -Mrs. Fred Workman of-=Murray anti Mr and Mrs.Hoy
- Thompson of Rink'', Tenn-

11
-

Wang

JACQUARDS•POIAGABS
• NEEDS
• 1\IITS
•CALCUTTAS

EStook!
DRESS
aod.Jumpsuits

69"

REDUED!
SPORTSWEAR

DENNS &

BARGAIN
TABLE

Poly-Gab PANTS
'REG fo 19 99
YOUR CHOICE

REG 17 99
REG 19 99

•SKIRTS
REG 19 99

ENTIRE STOCK OF
OTHER BRUSHED
GOWNS8 ROBES

PRE WASHED

i 5 99
YOUR CHOICE

899.
899

•BIG TOPS
REG 24 99

•SHIRTS
REG 1799

HANDBAGS
Many sr'

ir

399

regk.lor stockRoq to 79Q
_

SWEATER SALE—.tong & short sleeve pulhoyers tong &
Rv.g 11 99 to 22 99

.5 e

599

cardigans

999

4

Ana NV"
sie.ur
i'marep

Ali' from our reg

WINTER and HOLIDAY

/. '44

(4.•

Reg. to 49"

-

B6
.

_ REG_U,L4R
59.99 TO 69.99

15

A Common Complaint

A

WINTER
ce-AT
SALE

AND

'ealtL -Wise

More fiber in the diet
through the use of whole
grain cereals, fruit and vegetibieshas long been known as
an effective remedy for a
common complaint—constipation.
Along with drinking more
water,:the increased use of
these foods which contain indigestible fibers will relieve
constipation in the great majority of cases. And reduce
the incidence of colon cancer,
diverticulitis, and several
other diseases as well.)

Notionally Famous

•BE HR

HA

599

R SHIRTS
POLYESTE
°fors and ports Hund'eds 'a ,
:Kooe

Soil
Req to 1.5

fkAN K Amf RIC ARD•MASTER CHARGE

r•

599

•OPEN EVERY NIGHT 'TIE 9•SUNDAY Ito 6

Central Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.

.

Eta/twitCadet,- 13authiTkostAKA• HLkial Pothik,;lava Tam/davit&Road•ClumA4envto 163 it Botuttuci GA4A4A..
40'
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Coffee Otfp Chattpr
By University of Kentucky remove the stitches and reCounty kiciension Agents
hem. DANGLING THREADS
For Home Economics
- Thread them into if needle,
Thread may. strip back bring to the. inside of the
because of a rough spot on garment and tie. BUTyour
sewing
machine, TONHOLES - Prolong the life
especially around the hole of of machine-made buttonholes
the throat plate or on the by going over them with a
bobbin case. These rough buttonhole handstitch or
spots abrade the thread. machine zig-zag stitch.
Thread may also strip back SEAMS - Reinforce sleeve and .
from abrasion if the eye of the crotch seems with a second
needle is tc.a small or line of machine stitching '4
damaged. Because the thread inch inside the seam
must travel back and forth allowance. Use 12 to 1.4 stitthrough the eye orthe needle cher per inch. POCKETS,
many times before becoming KlCI
.PLEATS
OR
a stitch, the needle should be PLACKETS - Strengthen with
in good condition and large a few firm stitches in the area
enough to allow the thread to under stress. — Maxine
pass through freely. — Jean Griffin Clinton. .
By Abigail Van Buren
Cloar, Murray.
+++
5 1976 by C•K•ip Vn••••• N V Mims Synd
-+++
Sharing home respon•
Old stained glass windows sibilities with all members of
make an attractive and dif- the family is a sound course of
DEAR ABBY: A womao.. wrote to you a few years back
ferent wall decoration. Mount aCtion
you_may. asking .why -a-married, maw -would -piek up-some-tramp see
them away from the wall in find more time for leisure,. treat her like a lady. then turn around and treat his wife
-order to let the light-throcighlU - VOlificrier wait in your twho was realTY iTadj•-)file flramp. Please try1.6 Tecate-cast shadows on, the wall. community, or paid em- it because your answer was one of the best things I've
They can effectively be hung ployment, while your children ever read, and I desperately need it now.
SAME BOAT IN -ALLENTOWN
from haoks in the ceiling with "learn by doing" to accept
chains. -Mildred W. Potts, responsibilities for
DEAR SAME: A sharp-eyed secretary with a mind like a
LaCeiiter.
housekeeping jobs. Encourage steel trap found it, and here it is:
your children to assist in
+++
Hoods top the list of fall making the home a pleasant
DEAR ABBY: Why will adinorried man pick up some
ready-to-wear details showing and happy place for family tramp and treat her like a lady, then turn around and treat
up on everything from dresses living. When possible, allow his wife (who is a lady) like a tramp?
MINNIE
and separates to coats and them to choose the cleaning
jackets and even loungewear. job they will do, and permit • DEAR'
MINNIE: A man picks ups tramp because he
Some are detachable, while them to change it occasionally wants a female companion
who is no better than he is. In
others fold into soft cowl to prevent monotony. Some her company he doesn't feel inferior. He rewards her by
necklines or capelet collars. families make a chart of Jobe Ireating her like a lady.
The tunic is also an important to be done and who will do
He treats his wife who is a lady) like • tramp because
look in fashion for fall. It them. Each family member he feels that by degrading her he will bring her down to
shows up in varying lengths. It works at his own convenience his level. This makes him feel guilty, so to get even with
appears frequently as a dress and checks off the job when it his wife for making him feel guilty, he keeps right on punworn over pants, turtlenecks is completed. — Juanita ishing her.
and shirts. — Dean Roper, Amonett, Paducah.
DEAR ABBY: Will you please check this question with
+++
Courthouse, Mayfield.
your medical advisers? I can't face my doctor with it and
ADAPTING RECIPES TO it has me worried.
+++'
Is it possible for damage to be done to a child if concepFreezing
Won't Hurt SLOW COOKING Almost any
Canned Foods If your canned recipe that you can bake or tion occurred while the parents were on a sandy beach and
foods are stored in too-cold a sirnnier (covered) can be a grain of sand entered the worhan's vagina and was
carriediator
?
a
freesec4ine,
re
-a7n Prntir ri
slouldn t hurt the eating although you may need to private, but al& pace
I have been worried about it ever since.
quality, as long as the-seal is make some adjustments: - Thank you.
still tight and there is no Add less liquid than the
WORRIED IN HAWAII
leakage or breakage. But find original recipe calls for — half
DEAR WORRIED: My medical advisers told. me to
a better place to store. them. the amount is usually enough.
Even when there is a slight -You can skip many steps, tell you not to worry. (P.S. If it's a boy, name him "Sitiibreakdown of texture from Sudh as sauteing vegetables, dy." If a girl,"Sandra.")
freezing, heating usually by adding most ingredients at
DEAR ABBY:-We
restores the original cons one time. -Use leaf or whole "bad," but they don'thave two sons,-17 and 29. They aren't
have any respect for me or anything
sistency of the canned food. herbs 'and spices or add I say.
— Maxine Griffin, Clinton.
ground spices and herbs the
When reprimanded, they both talk back to me.and do as
last hour of cooking. -Cook they please.
+++
rVe begged my husband to help'me make these boys
It is only natural that small with the cover on the slow
children are curious about Cooker.- — Pat Curtsinger, mind, but he has never been any help at all. When I
threaten to leave unless he disciplines our sons, he says if
themselves and the world Benton.
I do, he'll throw' them out, bag and baggage. I need help
about them. As soon as they
+++
before it's too late
Don't pinch, poke or nibbie
are ableto do so,they MOM
..NEEDS SUPPORT
by getting into things and the fragile' fruits and
DEAR NEEDS: It will comfort you little to be told that
asking questions. These are vegetables at the grocery
important ways of satisfying store. Damaged produce costs your sons. have tuned you out years ago and have obviou•their curiosity and learning. If the grocer — and, ultimately, ly gotten away with it.
Your husband's cop-out ifshameful. Tell the boys that if
"these experiences are happy the consumer — money, U. K.
they don't shape up, you will not put up with their loutish
or satisfying ones, children Extension specialists in behavior one day'longer
than the law allows.
will feel that it is "safe" to go consumer economics point
For
Abby's
booklet,
"How
to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
on learning. They will take out. — Judy Hetterman, Hicksend SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.. Beverly Hills.
flys spirit of adventure into man.
Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long. self-addressed, stamped
their other relationships and
I 24t) envelope
will be eager to learn about
the lager world as they
continue to grow.
January 3, 1977
However, some parents kill Adults 132
a child's initiative and make Nursery 7
that child afraid to explore his
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
world, or make him afraid to
Baby. Girl Bell (mother
have confidence in himself, or Debbie), 1709 Miller Ave.,
make him feel that he is Murray, Baby Girl Warren
Frances Drake
"bad" if he becomes too (mother Judith), Rt. 1,
inquisitive. — Sue Fraser, Kirksey.
FOR FRIDAY, JANUARY 7, 1977
Bardwell.
DISMISSALS •
What kind of day will SCORPIO
+++
'Mrs. Phyllis A. Hart and tomorrow be? To find out what (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
A bit of action before. use Baby Boy,Rt.1, Puryear, Tn., the stars say, read the forecast
Demonstrate your abilitiesin
can increase the service of Mrs. Sandra A. Page and given for your birth Sign.
a tactful manner, bearing in
mind that some may not see eye
new clothes and save you from Baby Boy, Rt. 3, Box 202,
to eye with you. In the long run,
a lot of mending chores later Dover, Tn., Mrs. Jackie G. ARIES
however, they WILL come'
on. Check over new garments, Arnett'àiidBeby Girl, -Rt.- 5-, (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) ir
A fruitful day indicated, but around to your point of view
keeping the following in mind: Mayfield, Mrs. Treva M. your returns may not be quite
SAGITTARIUS
HEM - If stitches are too loose, Wynn, Rt. L. ringville, Tn,,, iis groat Asym,expect. Remain--.(.Nov..23 to Dec. 21)
ortoo visible °riffle right
Present influences indicate
Mrs. Janice F.' Thompson, Composed and ready to shift to a
Gen. Del., Hardin, Mrs. Betty loWer gear in expectations — some obstacles — not in
for the present at least.
surmountable, but annoying
R. Grooms, Box 154, Sedalia, TAURUS
unless you retain your sense of
Jimmy D. Howell, Garrett (Apr. 21 to May 21)
humor — AND patience.
Lake Rd., Rt. No. 1, Box 185,
for
Aim
early
ac- CAPRICORN
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Dorothy C. complishment, planned in your (Dec. finJan. 20) WO
Anchor to a well-organized
Mitchell, Rt. 1, Cadiz, Herbert usual orderly fashion, but do not
A. Baker, Murray, Mrs. Laura reject the novel or the un- program. Do not expose
familiar without due con- yourself to needless precarious
Dual 23 ELECTRIC
J. Cravens, 109 N. 13th., sideration.
action or make foolish cornMurray, Mrs. Freda Robin- GEMINI
WATER HEATER
promises, to be later regretted.
son, Rt. 1, Box 25, Puryear, (May 23 to June 211._
Head up!
You will now face competition AQUARIUS
Tn., Mrs. Martha Cain, Rt. 3,
CUT $
Box 330-E, Murray, Mrs. — expected and unexpected. ( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
$25
You should have new amFannie Snow, Rt. 7, Mayfield, You usually relish a challenge,
but be careful not to under- or bition and incentive under day's
Varian Elkins, Rt. 5, Box 290; overestimate opponents.
excellent influences, An
Murray, Mrs.-'Edmona A. CANCER
unexpected -business transMcCui.ston, 608 Pine, Murray, -(lum 22 to July 23) •
(z) action could prove highly
;Lt
W
o
The cool-headed approach in profitable,--Mrs. Nell P. Hendon; 60314
Ver Murray, Mrs. Annie B. all matters.. will bring better PISCES
King (expired), 406 N. 5th., results than the driving one. (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(CT
Your fine skills and talents are
Not much planetary help
Murray, Mrs. Brownie Arm- due for recognition soon.
here, so day is practically your
strong (expired),618 Ellis Dr., LEO
own to mold. Try to conclude
Murray, James 0. Snow (July 24 to Aug. 23)
long-term agreements if any
This
day
may
be described as are pending. Stars are generous
(expired), Rt. 7, Mayfield.
a
duel
between promise and in that respect. 753-2310
performance. The effort expended and the direction taken
0/1(11
• 14101 011
YOU BORN TODAY are
-will be the deciding factors. endowed with great versatility,
MIIJE SHELF LIFE
.• hiltftl. 111A1011191
Think before acting!
Temperatures higher than
Pro. •speces Mara IS. I•71
ambition and love of knowledge
An intellectual by nature,. you'
38 to 40 degrees Fahrenheit
Catalog Sales Office
(Aug 24 to Sept. 23) 1P%. never stop d2veloping this
and
life
shelf
the
reduce
s.ltlit SA.
A broad new concept of your quality — that is, if developing
freshness of fluid milk.
job is in the making, which you on the higher plane. The
should strive to understand. Capricornian who does not live
Consultation with persons who up to his potentials, however,
have bright, workable ideas can use his innate intelligence
could help change Your destructively, becoming a
strategies.
devious plotter and schemer —
LIBRA
to the detrbnent of himself and
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Ant those about him. Tern your fine
Care needed in travel, trails to useful purpose and no"
finances and job matters. one can be happier or more
1914 Coldwater Rd.
There's a tendency toward. sacceksful. Many writers.
carelessness which could lead editors, lawyers and scientists
9 to 5 daily and 1 to 5 Sundays
to needless errors:
haVe been Capricorn-ban.

COMMUNITY
TM%
Aksei•
CALE NDAR.
Thursday, January
"
Golden Age Club ill meet
Harlem Globetrotters ivii0 at We've goon
at the First
be at the Murray State United Methodist Church
Fieldhouse- at •7:30 p.m.. social
hall.
sponsored by the Murray
Jaycees.
Saturday,'January
•

'Dean.-A6

The Murray Diabetii Club,
called Calloway-Marshall
A.D.A.. will meet at
6:30 p.m. for registration and
medical program at seven
.p.m. it thelira Presbyterian
Church, 16th and Main
Streets.
,

Why Married Man
Picks Up a Tramp

it ltirogr

A skating party was sponsored by the Murray High
School French Club-st the Murray-Rolierkkating Rink'to
raise funds for the French Club scholarship to be given
to a graduating French student who plans to major in
French. Members of the Murray High Spanish Club were
also invited. Approximately forty-five students were
present along with two advisors tnd several parents of
the members. Three students shown skating together
are, left to right, Lisa Hopkins, Bobbie Smith, and Lynda
Perrin of the french Club.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
MAYFIEW PATIENT
Lola Gates Hum of Murray. Henrietta Curry of Murray
was dismissed December 30 was dismissed December 30
from the Community Hospital, from the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
Mayfield.

For FASremergency
WATER HEATER
REPLACEMENT
dial
sears

Gifts for allOccasions
BAMBOO GARDEN

4

Lunch for senior citizens,
over sixty years of age, will be
served at the North Second
Street Community Center at
twelve noon. Game day for
rook, bridge, scrabble, bingo,
checkers, etc., will be at 12:45
p. m. Donation is requested
for food.

Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the church.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church,
16th and Main Streets, at 7:30
p.m.

Open Fridays
Until 8 p.m.

OUR ENTIRE COLLECTION!

Winter Coats
00
499°T0 209
Our Regular 70.00 to 250.00

Save on leathers, leather looks, fabrics, fake furs, fur trimmed
styles and genunine fur coats. Wanted lengths and colors. Hurry in
today and save!

DRESSY, CASUAt AND SPORTY!

SHOE SALE!
Regular 19.00 to 36.00

e

9

Sunday,January
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Norwood. will be honored at a
XI Alpha Delta Chapter of "' reception in celebration of
• Beta Sigma Phi will meet.ak:Aheir 50th wedding an7:30 p.m.,at the-Ellis Center '• ntversary at the home of Mr.
--41111i1.4411141k- -Siterreast Pewsik
".
,
Calloway. County Library Benton Route Eight, Olive and
Beard of _Trusteesis schedilled Hamlet Road _from three to
to meet at seven p.m.
five p. m. The family requests.
that guests not bring gifts.'Friday,January 7
• Shopping day for senior
citizens will be held at 9:30 a. •
Monday, January II
m. to North Central Centers'
and doWntown, and at 12:30 p. -Executive Board of Murray
m. to Bel Air r•nti.r" and Woman's Club will meet at
downtown. call 7534725 by 11:30 a.m. at the club house.
9:15 a. m. and 11:30 a. m. for Meeting postponed because of
snow on first Monday.
transportation.

Open Fridays
Until 8 p.m.

ft&

ESears'

A family (batik haooring
the 50th anniversary of Mr.
and Mrs. GUY Rutland of Almo
wiU be a4-the Holiday Inn.

Murray Women of the
Moose will'hieet at eight p.m.
at the Lodge-Hail.

HOSPITAL OOHS

Your Individual
1346\10
Horoscope ‘

Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of DAR will meet at
the home of Mrs. Paul Sturm
at 1:30 p.m.

99
1399 21

Current-season shoes
at bargain prices!

Fail

and

TO

Winter Fashions!

SPORTSWEAR
Regular 11.00 to 46.00

LESS

1/3

AND
MORE!

Wanted Winter „Styles!

DRESS SALE!
Regular 28.00 to 68.00

LESS

1/3

ir2f4A

Outstanding Missy Styles!

PANTSUITS7#1

Famous-name Styles!

BRAS/GIRDLES

Regular 58.00 to 140.00
3990

To 8990

HANDBAGS
639

REGULAR
8.00-40.00

AiD
MORE!

NOW REDUCED

15%

T0 40%

ROBE SALE!
RFGLJEAR
15.00-38.00

1 1 99

TO

2999

he. Mu

-

-Ledger
•

•

Walter L. Apperson, publisher

L' RAY NEWSPAPERS,Inc • -

Spe

•
-&
• ,•-•

•

més

•
R. Gene NreCutcheon,editor
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Garrott's Galley

The Editor's
Notebook

HUD's Reserved Parking Bid
Gill'0
..s a Mayor His .Revenge
,.•

Written By The Humane Society Of Calloway County

p, A

• treatment by a vet is indicated. It will
Diarrhea and Cats—
be helpful in all cases if you will take a
A Common Problem
Those of you who were fortunate sample of the animal's steol along with
:enough to receive. a cat Or kitten...for your pet to his office.
By GENE McCUTCHEON
A firtal—and all tot'common — cause
Christmas may find your joy somewhat
*I
t
on your staff with the expertise to
_
.C. CIariot
tempered by concern over health of diarrhea in felines is poisoning,
prepare it. The statement should show
I'm indebted to mygoal friend, L. D.
Murray Ledger & Times Editor
problems and Symptoms which your caused either by ingestion of house
the number of,tinies the vehicle will be
Miller, for this little jewel:entitled "A
pet may develop. One, of the most plants and toxic substances commonly
operated, times of day.,the name of the
Mayor's Revenge."
.
common problems is diarrhea, which found around the house, or by a vicious
haven't already,
read Garrott's Galley
operator of the vehicle, the,number of
jt. seems that sometime ago, tio.
One pf those odd coincidences that
may be symptomatic of a minor neiebor who intentionally puts out
be sure-and do so. YOu willsurely enjoy_
•
other vehicles that might be coming
mayor of Midland, Tex.; Ernes1 Angelo,
probably _would not occur again in a
problem or of a very serious disease. poison for them. Symptoms of
it.
into or leaving the parking lot at the
Jr., went through the frustrating ordeal
hundred years happened to us this
This week's column is intended to help poisoning in addition to diarrhea in0+0
same time, as well as the number and
of applying for a grant from the IA.
morning,forcing us to scrap thecolumn
nervous, new owners understand dude vorhiting, salivation, dilated
Now we'll relate a story that another
type of aircraft that might be landing or originally planned for today and write
Department of Housing and Urban
pupils, weakness, muscle tremors,
diarrhea, its causes and relief.
good friend, Dr. Bob McGaughey, who
Development tHUD ), a process that' taking off at the airport at the same another.
is chairman of the JOUNtaii.1111, Radio------414601*-aia'alat44•*amilaa-aaag"----""4464"t-aa4•43r
tone and no raart-cuilthiSlon OS temp414a0r4aPaa444*-04 —lasted fta 'noir ttran-te-mteittis-andWhat liappened Was this. We put
...,......
diarrhea is dietary. Everyone knows the type of poison 'involved. In most
TV department at MSU,passed along to
_ •
effect this will have on the atmosphere
turned into a red-tape nightmare.
together a column yesterday afternoon
_ Oat kittens siriniunilk.andlots ef it. It cases. „yt_i should ya. to make the . --TULL-One-44_ the mayor receive'
w_tveqt'ream_
using- -information Atapplied--to-us--by- us earlier this week.
is an important source. of the protein, animal vomit and keep him warm, but - from the HUD regional office in Dallas ' -7. In order to obtain approval of a
It seems that a big city mayor,who
Calloway County Judge Robert CY:calcium, and phosphorus necessary,for central to successful treatment of
was the leader of one of the largest and
a request for a reserved parking space , ; negative Environmental Impact Miller. This column told the story of a
' -proper growth and development. tut poisoning is:getting the animal to a vet
biggest organized political machines in
Texas mayor who unloaded his
at Midland's Manicipal Airport.Seizing - -Statement, you will not be able to:
surprisingly,_ many kittens and cats as quickly as possible.
the country, had invited the President
"a_1pperate the -• ar on gasoline frustrations with federal red tape by
the opportunity to give the feds a taste
If your pet seems to have a case of
- cannot tolerate cow's milk or milk
of the U. S. and the top religious leader
produced from domestic oil because turning the tables on a government
of tftelr own medicine of unnecessary
prOducts. These animals cannot digest simple diarrhea, unaccompanied by
in his city, a bishop, to take a private
bordens and insulting demands, he - that would require that someone agency.
lactose ( milk sugar), which then passes other symptoms indicative of . more
boat tour with him so he could show off
discover it, process it and deliver it and
But, lo and behold, when we arrived
replied in a letter that read,like this:
into the intestines, attracting water into serious problems, y6u may want to
the city's improvement,s on the
it is possible that some private person, at the office this morning a surprise
0+0
.:the -intestines and -causing diarrhea. withhold food for 12 or 24 hours, and
waterfront.
firm or corporation might realize a
was in store for us.
„
Mayor Angelo's letter, addressed to
When loose stools develop, assuming then offer him a bland and easily
Everything was going fine until the
profit as a result of such activities and
What happened was, our good frierill
Mr. Manuel Sanchez, area `director of
there, are no other symptoms, stop digested diet such as baby food ( no
boat started leaking and it soon became
this simply won't do. However, if the and fellow columnist, M. C. Garrott,
the HUD office in Dallas, is as follows:
_feeding milk immediately and see if the strained prunes, please), cooked
evident that the boat would sink.
gasoline is produced from foreign oil, who writes his "Garrott's Galley"
"Dear Mr. Sanchez:
stool will return to normal. Then ex- chicken, or cooked eggs for a few days.
Then it was discovered that there was
this will be acceptable and we don't column at home, had been supplied
"Reference is made to the request of
- periment with other milk products such You may also give'him an intestinal
care what grade it is or how much profit with e same information on
Mr. J. C. Hays, Community DevelopTexaa only one life jacket on the small craft
as cottage cheese and yogurt ( which protectant and absorbent such. as . - nient Area Representative from your
and the three began to discuss the
the foreign producers make,nor will we mardf by L. D. Miller, Murray's
can be made rather inexpensively at Kaopectate ( in adjusted doses—two
problem of who should get the life
even concern ourselves about this; '
municipal housing director.
office, for a;parking place at the
' home ). Some kittens can tolerate teaspoonfuls per' ten pounds of body
jacket.
"b ) operate the cafe—from energy
And, sure enough, M. C. had written
Midland Regional Air Terminal for a U.
'condensed milk diluted with about half weight every six hours—no aspirin).
"I should wear the life jacket because
produced by coal because this might his column for today on the very same
S. Government vehicle to be used by
There are other, less common causes • your staff when they visit the West
as much water. In addition to milk,
I am the highest office-holder in the require digging a hole in the ground and topic.
diarrhea can also be caused of diarrhea, hut the above discussion is
'ordinary
land," the president said.
that is simply not acceptable in the, • So, rather than being repititious, we
.
,
Texas area from time to time.
r' :by rich or spicy foods from table scraps intended to acquaint the new owner of a
United
"I'm sorry, Mr. President," the
" States;
went back to the typewriter. If you
-We will of course be happy to
cat or kitten with the types he is most
'and decomposed food.
bishop said, "but I feel that since I'm
c)operate the car by solar energy
process a proper application, but a
Occasionally, the cause of diarrhea likely to encounter and to provide him
the religious leader.of the area,and our
because this is the most abundant
simple request by telephone or letter
be psychological—emotional with a guide in giving simple first aid
may
citizens depend upon spiritual support,
source of energy available and it is
just won't,do at all. In order to justify as
•stress . caused by a visit to the and seeking professional assistance. - many public.employees as possible and . . entirely too practical to justify any
_ that I should wear the life jacket."
-- --vetertiorian's--office;----xir - ---the---in''-lacidentalbt, aft eraithst-celereare"-VrhrAfrthfrigs a-Sdifficurtraossibli'— --errieriertttre- fdr
ritle1neitm- thr1hayor-ttft11,1"Tot
—researth-' girl
A- grant-II-as—teen apiirovect by-the
troduction of another pet into the home. the care of cats and kittens is the
for anyone, trying to do business with • development; or
Office of Economic Opportunity for a both have valid points. But since this is
Diarrhea caused by stress usually recently published book, The Well Cat
Head Start Operation by- the Murray'.my _city I think the only fair and the Cityf Micilandwe..have.adenteda --. - 'd)- aperate. the car_ with miclear
-subsides quickly and needs -le ireat----ffoolt, ceilidh - Was Written Thy Terri
few regulations and guidelines with —energy because it is available.
Board of Education, according to democratic way of making this decision
McGinnis, a veterinarian. It is
inent.
"The'use of wind power is acceptable.
which you must cquiply which are set
Congressman Frank Albert Stub- is for the three of us to vote."
Diarrhea . may, of tourse, be a available -at the . Calloway County . out as follows:
The others agreed,the vote was taken
"8. Submit a certificate -from the
blefield.
'
symptom of a' serious disease which - Public Library. If you would like a free
Attorney General of the United States
"1. You must obtain from the U. S.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Annie and the mayor won. The vote count was
_requires_ professional _diagnosis and . booklet on cat _care (published by,the
that all of the certifiers of the above
Government Printing Office, or the
Connor, age.89, George Roy Miller, age one for the bishop, one for thepresident
treatment by a veterinarian. In such Purina Company, please write -to the
and 17 for the mayor.
assurances are duly and - legally
-National Archives, or the Library of
• •
65, and Dr. James A. Harris.
instances, It will usually be ac- Humane Society at the address given
-authorized by Congress to make such
0+0
Congress, or someplace, a supply of
Mr.-and Mrs. Gardie Lassiter of New
_ _ companied by other symptoms which below.
certificates and that Mr. Hays is duly
application form -COM-1975. You must
Concord and Dr. and•Mrs. H. H. Ray of -Again speaking of fedefal forms, the
a can be -useful clues to the owner in
and legally authorized by Congress and
submit three executed and fourteen
Murray will both observe their 63rd Washington weekly publication,
If you have questions or comments
deciding what action should be taken.
the President to make this application,
conformed copies- et-this. application
wedding anniversaries on January 7. * Human Events, made an interesting
Among these' diseases are (1) concerning these columns or the work
and that the United States af America is
which we will then distribute to our
Edgar Shirley, local florist, will at- point in its last issue labeled good newsDistemper (Panleukopeniai. Cats and of the local Humane Society, or wish to a duly organized and legally existing
Department of Aviation, Fire and
tend the annual short course for green bad news. It read:.
kittens with distemper do not always become a member or Make a dooation,
independent nation- with full right,
In October, 1975, President Ford
Police Departments, the Public', Works
house growers to be held the coming
show signs of diarrhea, and other please write The Humane Society of
power and authority to operate
Department the City_Attorney'soffice
week at Ohio State University, ordered a lilper cent cut-in the number- -- symptoms may irreliide fever _Calloway rowitY,
Box 2934,
of federal forms sent to Americans.
automobiles in the first place.
and anyone else we can think of when
-ColUmbus, Ohio.
_f_frequently 19til)5 degreesli. lack of University.Station7rrayKentucky
_That reduction was carried out But
`'Upon.rec_eipt of the foregetig_ rest
they-arrive-. ------Isdiss-.loyee Wineliester, daughtet of
•
appetite, listlessness, and vomiting. If 42071.
assured that the application will be
'2. With the application submit the
Mr: and Mrs: E. T. Winchester, wag' the remaining forms now take 13 ,
these symptoms develop, take your pet -, - - -------- promptly referred to someone for
make and model of the proposed
crowned as Miss Rainbow of 1967 by million more-hours to complete than in
etter To The- Editor
to the vet immediately. (Incidentally.
'approval. We cannot state at this time
Miss Anita Flynn, _Miss Rainbow of
vehicle together 'with certified
.
,the best and most inexpensive treatwho that someone will be 'because
1966, at the meeting of Murray
assurances that everyone connected
ment for distemper is inoculation
whatever"departinent ti-er-she is in
with the manufacture, servicing and
Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow
before your pet develops the disease!
will be undergoing a process of
operation of same were paid according
for Girls.
Distemper is rampant in Murray and
reorganization and the delegation of
to a wage scale that complies with the
Calloway County this winter.) (2) Dear Editor:
authority of approval will change from
requirements of the Davis-Bacon Act.
We, the members -of the Calloway
Intestinal prolozoa. - Intestinal upset
day to day and yotiwill just have to take
."3: Submit a genealogical table for
caused by a protozoan is often caused County Fire-Rescue, would like to take everyone who will operate said vehicle
pot luck as to who has authority to
Gerald D. Harmon has been
by eating raw or undercooked meat, this op ortunity to thank you and your so-that-we-c-an-aseertainthat-there-will
r VP your_appur_ation,ii.anyone,
-promoted
-to- Quartermaster ThirdSymptoms, in addition tO diarrhea, staff for,-your support and cooperation
Very truly yours,
be a precisely exact equal percentage
Class while serving aboard the
The Murray Ledger di Times is
during
our
recent
rash
of
field, forest, orwhites, blacks
may include loss of appetite, vomiting,
Ernest Angelo, Jr.
published every afternoon except
and other minorities,
Destroyer
USS
Maddox_
weight loss, coughing, difficult and brush fires.
Sundays, July 9, Christmas Day,
Mayor
as well as women and the elderly.
The Murray Air Reserve Flight Was
Your publication on December 28,
breathing, or fever. Such problems are
New Year's Day and Thanksgiving
"PS: Of course we will be delighted to
'4. Submit certified assurances that
activated January 4.in ceremonies held
by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N.
very difficult to diagnose and treat, and 1976 Was much- appreciated and we
authorize
a
place
for
your
vehicle
in
the
this plan has been discussed at length
at the Calloway County Court House. It
4th St. Murray,Ky.,42071."
suspected cases should be referred to a sincerely hope it made the people of
new employee's parking lot that will
with the EEOC and submit that comis composed of seventeen Air Force
Second Class Postage Paid at
Calloway
County
realize the serious
veterinarian. (3) Parasites. Infestation
soon
be
constructed,
or
adjacent
to
the
mission's
certification
Murray, Ky. 42971. that
Reservists with Capt. Buel E. Stalls as
by roundworms ( Ascardis) is.common situation we are now experiencing with
control tower.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In
requirement 3 above' has been fully
flight commander.
in kittens, and may be indicated by the high winds and lack of rain. Once
areas served by carriers, 82:50-per
0+0
complied_ with.
Roy
Starks
has
been
named
comprogressive weakness, dullness of coat, again thank you very much.
month,payable in advance. By man
In addition to Mr. Sanchez, Mayor
"5. Submit certified assurances that
mander of Grouti Two -of the Murray
in Calloway County and to Benton,
Sincerely,
pot-belly, an,d diarrhea. Hookwomis
Angelo sent copies of his letter to
all operators of said vehicle and any
Ground Observer Corps. This group
Hardin, Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmay_be sttipected whenthecat or kitten - - Max Dowdy „
President Gerald Ford, Sen. John
Filling station personnel that service
will operate the tower- in -the Murray
mington, Ky., and_Paris. tuchanan
Chief of Calloway County
exhibits signs of itching, redness of
Tower, Sen. Lloyd M. Bentson, Jr., and
same will be equipped with steel toed
and Puryear, Tenn., $15.00 per year.
'City Park at designated times.
Fire-Rescue Squad
skin, bumps and scabs on the skin,
Rep. George Mahon,- all members of
By mail to other destinations, $3000
boots, safety goggles and crash helmets
Miss Jane Adams Charlton and
severe anemia, weakness, emaciation,
per year.
Congress from Texas.
and that the vehicle will be equipped
Tommy Dan Story were married
Member of Associated Press, Kenand diarrhea. Hookworm cannot be
With luck, they all read the letter.
- with at least safety belts and 'an air bag
-December 22.
tucky Press Association and
diagnosed or treated effectively
And,
just
maybe,
they
will
look
beyond
Births reported include a girl,
Peter therefore was kept in prison; to show compliance with- the
Southern Newspaper Publishers
without the aid of a vet. Trichinosis,
the humor to the point Mayor Angelo
Occimational Safety and Health Act.
Earlene, to Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Earl
Association. •
ceaswithout
made
was
prayer
but
-which. is also a roundwarm., _causes_
has
made
in
Such
a
splendid
way.
'6.
SubmiP
an Environmental
Cooper on December 22.
blooay diarrhea, vomiting, musch.: ing unto God. Acts 12:5.
Impact Statement. You will probably
Just as Peter prayed in the midst want to hire an
stiffness, signs of pain, and weakness.
expensive consultant for
It is often caused by eating raw or of adversity, so can we pray without this item, as you
probably have no one
Let's Stay Well
undercooked pork and rodents. Again, ceasing for the world.

•

10 Years Ago

Thanks

20- Ypars Ago

The_ Murray
Ledger &jinies

Bible Thought-

Controversy Over
'Less-Hazardous Cigarette
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"Come right in, men-makes no giffv,ence.,w11ankyou sit l", -

New Service

An official of the National Cancer
Institute suggested recently that a lesstoxic cigarette be introduced. He
believes that, if such milder cigarettes
are accepted, 300,000 to 600,000
premature deaths would be-prevented
every year by the end of the next three
decades.
This suggestion was made because of
the opinion that millions of smokers are
hopelessly addicted to nicotine and
unable or unwilling to stop smoking.
The proposal for a less-hazardous
cigarette was made by virologist Gio
Gori, deputy director of the National
Cancer Institute's division of cancer
and prevention. His presentation
4 made at the annual meeting of thp
-NOtional Academy of Sciences'
Institute of Medicine and created a,
controversy similar to the Rand report
which suwested that some alcoholics
can tolerate limited amounts of alcohol
rather than abstain.
Dr. Gori pointed out the benefits
which have already followed the
reduction of tar and nicotine in many
popular cigarettes and thinks that
additional benefits can follow the
gradual .further reduction of these
important ingredients. •
,Cigarette sidoke it-known to contain

By FJ.L Blasingame. M.D

atrout 3,000components.Six of them are

exact • truth is 'not knOlvn. - Some
considered to be of special importance,
authorities feel that a hormone imincluding tar, nicotiner carbon
balapce (an inherited characteristic)at
monoxide, nitrous oxide, acrolein, and
_least sets the stage. An antagonistic,
hydrogen cyanide. Regular smoking is
relationship between a father and soh,
related to about eleven diseases, in- - especially if combined with a seductive,
eluding lung cancer and emphysema.
overprotective mother, is thought to
It is not known how far the smokers
contribute to hometexual tendencies in
a Son. An unsatisfying father figure
will allow the reduction of irritants to
be reduced and continue to be satisfied,
may contribute to frigidity in a
but Dr. Geri believes a gradual
daughter and one who seldom exlessening . will be - acceptable be-Ow; periences an Orgasm during sexual
current levels to a "critical" point. He
intercourse. Heterosexual children-'
believes that an effort toward such a
may grow up under conditions at
minimum is justified.
predispose- -try homosexuali
The
Taking issue, John Farquhar, M. D.,
factors are mixed and mice
n.
an . epidemiologist and professor of
.Q. Mrs. L. S. expr
her gripe at
medicine of. Stanford University, the
grarrul'iar sc
food program and
believes that the proposal by Dr. Gori asks why
th
eals can't be more atcan have a damaging effect on the
tractive
the students persuaded to
progress that is now being made in
eat' ..-rly.
training persons not to start smoking
. More education is needed in homes
and to abstain.
as well as in schools regarding
The ebate may alert the public to
nutrition. Most nutritionists agree that
addictivk qualitiesof nicotine_
what school food -programs should
be
a tenacious hold it has o
i ions of educational as well as
nutritious, using
Americans.
them to train students to eat balanced
Q. Mr. B.,
asks whether
meals. Perhaps all of us could learn a
homosexuals
•,rn or made.
few sales and educational techniques
A. You
e put the question clearly . by modifying some
of the promotional
and
inctly„ and I wish the answer
efforts of the successful fast-food chain
be as accurate and brief. The - restaurants on
selling their meals:.
•
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DO WE REALLY WANT A FOOTBALL PROGRAM IN CALLOWAY COUNTY SCHOOLS
What is your opinion?
IS IT A POSSIBILITY?
_

It
ie

TES!
If we all join together and give the moral and financial support
necessary, it IS'a
•

IS THERE EVIDENCE OF INTEREST?
The Calloway County Board of Education has gone on record favoring
a,football program providedfunds can be raised in the community.
CCHS students voted overwhelmingly (900/0)in fakir of a football program.

The Calloway County Athletic Booster Club
has demonstrated considerable interest and committment to such a program.

YES!
Interest has been indicated among many groups and individuals.

football in.Calloway County Schools could become a reality.

If, together we ad

immediately and demonstrate 'our interest by making our pledges and donations NOW.

FORM
PROGRAM
COUNTY FOOTBALL

PLEDGE and DONATION

CALLOWAY
CHECK ONE:(
AMOUNT:(
(

)DONATION
)PLEDGE
cost of one uniform)
(approximately
)S150
appreciated)
(Any amount
)S

NAME:
ADDRESS:

check payable
'donation, make your
your
the members
form with
Kindly include this Football Fund and mail to either of
County
the Callowaycommittee:
The finance
RONNIE JACKSON
GARRISON
WAYNE
Ky.
PAUL
Box 86, Murray,
ag
Ky..
Murray,
Box 86,

RESPOND NOW!
All Donations Are Tax Deductable

•
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Hudspeth Signs Football
Scholarshi With Racers
By MIKE Blit-ANDON
r - Hudspeth rushed for a known his grandfather and his players to over don a Tiger
Ledger & Times Sports Editor school record of 1332 yards, in folks for years. He's the kind Uniform.Because Of his dancing and
Christmas is a magic time only nine games. .
of class young Nan we like to
of the year.
football dodging.= the football...field,
-.lie scored 17 touchdowns ,have
in
our
Two weeks ago, Bill for 162 points and passed for program," Furgerson added. he picked up the nickname of
Furgerson didn't get his another. In addition, he
Hudspeth started two years "Magic."
Indeed, he was juststhat:
Christmas present that he, caught five passes this season fulltime and as a sophomore,
-To watch Hudspeth run wes
wanted. But he-kept hoping for 54 yards.
alternated at tailback with
and hoping and his football
- Against Hopkinsifille this Dale McCuiston. As a junior, 7.-1ike watching a classical
staff at Murray State kept past season, he had one of the he had nearly 909 yards and as ballet petformed. He was art
working and working.
best games a Murray High• a sophomore, .around 600, In motion.
He will be a triple eption
Wednesday
night, player has •ver had as he leaving him just short of the
threat at Murray State.
Furgerson got his Christmas rushed for two touschdowns 3,000-yard career mark.
present. His present was and returned two inAnother one of his super Perhaps the most pleasant
"Magic."
terceptions for TD'S.'
games curie during the 1975 memory Murray High- fans
have of HudNelh came
-Lindsey.Hildspeth, the super
"He was our number one season itgalitst Todd County
-VI-State -liflbackofth
-Proipect,"
rsn' sad. 1Ni-season finale. "Magic" Septëni&r 17
Murray High had not beaten
Murray High Tigers, signed
"I feel like he'll follow right rushed for 291 yards in that
4in Ohio Valley Conference Ui the footsteps of Rick Fisher, game as Murray romped to a Mayfield since 1965. Trailing
7-:6;11uttSpettithrew
,Telfer - of- -intent- -Weilnesdiy George Greenfield and Don 41-21 win.
night and as a result, 'Clayton. Each one set a new
Kentucky, Tennessee and bomb to Randy Orr for a
Furgerson is on cloud .nine.
school rushing record in their Alabama all recruited Hud- touchdown and the Tigers
If Furgerson got a bicycle
Furgerson said.
speth heavily.. _Kentucky had went on to take a 12-7 win over
for Christmas when-hi
Was
Furgerson said he has of- been Hudspeth's 'top choice Mayfield. That game was the
five years old, he -couldn't fered nine scholarships in this but since the Wildcats had high -point"of a 9-1 season for
have P„.een more pleased than area and six have been ac- such an abundance of run- Murray.
Besides signing Hudspeth,
he was with the signing of cepted, simply meaning the ningbacks returning next
Hudspeth.
recruiting in the area is going season, Hudspeth changed his
"You have made 1977 a at a very successful pace.
mind at the last minute.
great year for -me already,". "Right . now, Lindsey's
He -did not reach his final
Furgerson said to Hudspeth. particularly strong and of decision until Wednesday.
"I hope it will be a great course everyone knows about
"The three years I've
year for, you too," Furgerson his quickness.
coached him at the varsity
beamed.
"In another year or so, he level, he's been superb. He's
By The Associated Press
1976 was a great year for should be able to play as a 200- always been one of our 100 per
It was, to say the least, a bit
Hudspeth. And based on that pounder.
cent guys," Tiger coach'John
more than your basic barnyear., there's no reason why
"Besides his football skills, Hina said.
burner.
this year shouldn't be more of we're also impressed with his
"It seemed like anytime we
Just the final score inthe same.
academic record. I've also faced an adverse condition,
-we could always depend on dicated as much: Bellarmine
115, Indiana Central 112 in
•
y, '
or come .up with a big three overtimes, But add 7,9.1614.5 and a scrub
defensive play.
"H's
e the best tugh School lineup that Bellarmine 'as
forced to use after its top six

Furgerson has also signed
some other outstanding
football talent.
2-We've signed somt offensive linemen who should
really be able to help us and I
Billy
Lewis of
think
Hookinsville will be a real
threat for us as a kickoff and
punt return specialist,
Furgerson added.
all, .the Racers. have
signed nine players, three of
which have come froth the
junior college ranks.—
Furgerson said the Racers
running
'some other outstanding junior
college linemen.
the-IVITerg finished
-5-6 overall last season, they
still managed to finish third in
the league. And with -talent
like Hudspeth in the fold; the
football staff and Murray
State fans can't wait for next
September.

MAGIC SIGNING- Lindsey Hudspeth signs an OVC letter of intent to Murray State while his
parents, Alr.Liod Mrs. Lewis Hudspeth, watch. In the back row are members of the Tiger
coaching staff. They are from left to right, Jimmy Harrell, John Nina, Mark Brady, Rick Fisher,
tgritetillerollt Wm.& Turner.
Odefl Ptict• by Mike Brandon)

Roth-ValA- S To Be Pro
Despite Having Cancer

Bellarmine Goes Three
Overtimes For Victory

Phillips Leading Cats
-ltv.Rather,Unique.Stat

for that matter I've ever'
game even a bit more unusual.
LEXINGTON,•Ky.(AP)- Mike Phillips leads Kentucky's seen," HinaSaid.
That small college shootout
'•I'm really proud of him
third-ranked Wildcats in a category that isn't even included
was the highlight on a light
and
thrilled
with
his
decision
on the school's weekly statistical summary - points per
to continue his education and Wednesday basketball card in
, minute.
Kentucky. In other games,
' Phillips, a 6-foot-11 center'frOm-lkdanchester, Ohio, has let football be a part of it," Florida State
belted Western
played 133 minutes in seven games this seaSori, scoring 87 kfina added.
Kentucky 93-73, • Cincinnati
Hudspeth is the fourth
- points,or .65 per minute of action.
Xavier
mashed
CampKentucky's sports information office, like others afound. Murray High Tiger in the last bellsville 82-56; Northern
three years to become a
the country, computes points per game in compilingweekly
Racer. The other three are Kentucky toppled- Kentucky
statistics. However,that brings about a disparity, since some
Wesleyan 72-58, and Wabash,
players see only a minute or two of action in some games. Wes Furgerson, Doug Shelton Ind., nipped Centre 73-72.
and Tony Boone. In addition,
while others play almostfrom startto finish.
In that Bellarmine-Central
For example, both Jack _Givens and Dwane Casey have . Steve Porter isa sophomore at shootout,
winning Coach Joe
Tennessee and Andy Ryan, a
played in all nine gamesirk Kentucky,but Givens has played
Reibel was forced to ILSE
297 minutes in agsatnulating 176 points while Casey has senior 4.his season, signed several-previously-untestedplayed only ins minutes. But'Wreak the scoring down to points earlier with Kentucky.
Hudspeth was considered to players when the foul count
per minute,and Givens averages .59 and Casey .30.
be,
along with-Troy Snardon of climbed in th_e first half.
Forward Rick Robey ranks third in points per min ut-e be"Our subs gave us a big lift
Todd County, bike of the
hind Phillips and Givens with a .52 average. Freshman guard
in the first half (Bellarmine
_premier
runners
in..KenturkyJay Shidler
is_ next at .39,followz1
by James Lee at.37. Casey
_
_ _
Snardon signed in December led 44-35 at the break, and'
at .30, Tim Stephens and Lavon Williams at .29 each, Truman
with the Western Kentucky then at the end they were just
Claytor at .13 and Merion Haskins at .11
super," Reibel said. "(Brian)
Hilltoppers.
'Reverting to the more familiar game averages, Givens
'Twice in their careers, the Donholf got a key rebound and
leadspe Cats at 19.6, while Robey, Phillips and Shidler also
two met on the field with (Mark) Selent hit two key
show double-figure averages.
Hudspeth easily'winning both baskets. Um really proud of
Robey leads the team in rebounding with 72, or eight per
them,especially because they
game„.while Givens has 65. Senior guardLarry Joldisonleads matchups. Now,- they will
have four more years to play haven't had the opportunity to
- in assists with 38.
_play that_ COMP _nf the_ othprs
7----As-a team, Kentucky has litt-50 percent oths fielttgoal-atz, against each-ather7have." Hudspeth,
who
besides
a
tempts-299 of 598- while averaging 82.2 points a game to
Efellarmine, 6-3, led 81-79
good student is also a
their opponents'62.7.
comedian' with a great wit, with eight seconds left in
That breaks down to 1.48 points per minute for Kentucky
was one of the most popular _ regulation, but Central's Jeff
compared with 1.13 for Wildcat opponents.
Hanni, who had 33 points, hit a
pair of free throws to force the
first overtime.
The score was 92-92 after
that first extra period and 100-

How to get money out of
your house withoutselling it.

You simply_ come toss for areal estate '
loan backed by ,your equity.
Equity is the difference between how
much your home is worth, and what you
liwe on. it.
- It's a valuable asset you can use to
back a really big loan. For whatever you
have in mind.

Large loans
_ for koeteowners.
Mama
Plaanood

Illoathly
Paynotat

Mosta.
To Pay

Total Of
Payment'

APR"

$2,500 $ 73.17 48 $ 3,512.16 17.80%
98,600

90.41 60 $ 5,424.60 18.80%

$6,500 $124.41 60 $ 7,464.60 12.74%

Real estate'valuta are op. up.
$7,500 $169.41 60 110,164.60 19.68%
Annual Parcentage Rata
So the house you bought just a few
KY•1
years ago probably would sell for a lot
rnore than you paid. .
Center
Hurray
Which means your equity is bigger. In Bel-Air
.
Mar.
Wilder,
P.
153-5513
Ross
equity,
the
bigger
your
And the
im ire you can borrow in a large real estate
loan. Right here-. - Right now.
So the equity in your house is like
4
CRED1
D
'RIF
1
Q F AAGIRILA
-mioney in your pocket. • We've got your Joan
Call us. We've got your loan.
Up to $Z500.

touchdowns during his junior
HONOLULU (AP) - Joe after each treatment.
Roth, the University of
The th,erapy was arranged year while leading the Bears
California's star quarterback, so that it has not conflicted to a share of the Pacific4
says he still hopes to be chosen with the bowl games, said Conference title.
by the pros despite revelations Roth, who spent the afternoon #During the past season,
that be is battling for his life sightseeing after a morning although bothered by injuries, .
100 after the second, before against a virulent form of workout.
he coMpleted 154 of 295 passes
Selent put the deciding points cancer.
Dr. Michael Friedman, h for 1,789 yards-. He was chosen
on the board.
"I've Seen drafted pretty University of California for three post-season gamesFloyd ,Smith led Bellarmine high," said Roth in his Waikiki cancer specialist, said there the East-West Shrine, the
with 30 points before fouling hotel late Wednesday. "But would be-no further treatment Hula Bowl and the Japan
out, but the biggest boost was I'll just take a wait and see - or statements- until Roth Bowl.
a 45-point effort from the attitude."
Roth did not- appear in the
returns from a bowl‘game in
Knights' bench. That sixShrine game bepuse of a Roth, 21,who was chosen for Japan in mid-January.
member -group had averaged three bowl games, confirmed
Roth noticed two small back injury, but he sayshe has
a collectiv_e 3.5 points in the that he has been receiving bumps on his chest while been cleared to play in.both
first eight gmnes.
' hgallater-#44.- al--the-simeeriagafter---tha _Califeraw_thPlilda. aciati ancl-the Japan._
fl-TarorrttirStatFtirtided a
University of California nia-Stanford game which Bowl later this month.
32 halftime edge into an 80-52 Medical Center in San ended tte 'regular season for
bulge in handing defending Francisco since several lumps both teams.
Ticket Drive
Ohio Valley Conference under the skin on his chest
He notified team physician
champion Western Kentucky were diagnosed-In December Jerry Patina!' and, about 20
LEWISTON, Maine(AP)-,
its sixth toss,in nine games. as black mole cancer or lumps were found on Roth's The general manager of the
Florida State of the Metro-7 is malignant melanoma.
chest and back. A liver scan Maine -Nordiques says ,he
6-5.
California coach Mike White disclosed melanoma', antt.-hopes a drive to raise money
Henry Davis hit 15 of 18 field said he was planning to use further investigation disclosed by selling half-season tickets
goal attempts in a 31-point - Roth in the Hula Bowl here a tumor on his spine and will allow the North American
effort for the Seminoles while Saturday.' The only thing involvement of the spleen. • Hockey League team to •
Steve Ashby had 14 points for causing hesitation, White and
After Roth's freshman year remain in Lewiston.
.
Western Kentucky.
Roth said, were_spasms in the at Gorssmont Junior College
"The team has lost money
in El Cajon, Calif.,'he was for four years in a row
Roth's injured hack.
GOLF
Roth said in an earlier in- bothered by a moleon his neck became it's not getting the
SEBRING, Fla. - Lancy
Smith of Synder, N.Y., took terview he belieVed .the. which was diagnosed as black attendance it should," said
the first round lead in the 21st --spasms-were mot tiincer- mole- i-dzik-ci •
Doctors-Mbeeim-"Dutch" Duellarme
removed five ounces of tissue. He said the current average of
annu 1 Harder Hall Women's related.
He went on to star at Cali 1,800 spectators per game
Invii ional-- -amateur -golf-- -The 6-foot-4'player said the
tourna ent with a two-under- chemotherapy causes connecting on 126 of 226 passes • must-be,increased by at least
yowiljng,lar about four Mum_lilt 1,812. yards and 14 500
par 72. \

Pro Cage
Standings
By The Associated Press '
National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE •
Atlantic Division
W.. L Pct. GB
Philphia
20 14 .588 —'
NY Knits
18 17 .514 242
Boston
17 18 .486 3v2
15 e .405 6v2
Buffalo
NY Nets
- 12 24 .333 9
Central Division "
Houston
20 13 .606 —
Cleve
21 14 .600 —
S Anton
, 20 17 .541 2
N OrIns
19... 17.-.528 21
/
2 '
Washton
17 17 .500 31
/
2
Atlanta
13 26 .333 10
, WESTERN CONFERENCE
.
Midwest Division
Denver
24 . 12 .667
Detroit
21 15 .583 3
Indiana
18 20 .474 7
Kan City
17 20 .459 71,2
12 21 .364 10'2
Chicago
Milwkee
10 27 .770 14LZ
Pacific Division
. Portland " 25 II -.658
Log. Ang
-i`2' Ill -.611 Y. —.•
Goldn St
-19 15 .559 4
Seattle
20 19 .513 5'2
14 -19 .424 812
.
Wednesday's Results
Golden State 118, Buffalo 109
Philadelphia 117, Los Angeles
..
1 Washington 107, New York
Nets 92
.
Indiana i09, Chicago 91
, Detroit 118, Phoenix 115
7 San Antonio 137, Denver 133
Houston 108, New York
.
Knicks 107
Sera% 94, Boo
ii' n 93
Thursdly' Games
Golden State a Cleveland _
Indiana at Atlanta
Buffalo at Milwaukee
Friday's Games
Les Angeles at New York
Nets •
.
Cie.:41441d at Philadelphia_ .. _
_ Phoenix at Washington
. Milwaukee at Detroit
New York Knicks at Chkcago
Denver at Houton '
, New Orleans' at Portland .
Salt Antonio- at Seattle

ki

In Person!

GLOB
MAGICIANS OF BASKETBALL

January 6th
at
7 P.M.
at
M.S.U. Sports
Arena

LEM
°
3
4
.
0.

sponsored In the
Niurrat, CallosNav Count%
la'.tees
-

Tickets are on sale now at
Peoples Bank, Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods and Jerry's Restaurant

Reserve Seats (1,000 Only)
General Admission
Students With I.D.

$550

$45°
$350

50th ANNIVERSARY SEASON!!!
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Warriors Down By 19 Points
But Come Back To Take Win
By The Associated Press
The Golden State Warriors
had the "home court advantage." But they found it in
a most peculiar place .,.
Buffalo.
The inspiration of hometown
cheers apparently worked in
reverse Wednesday night at
the Warriors overcame a 19
point deficit late in the third
period and went on to a 114-109
National
Basketball
Association victory over the
Buffalo Braves.
"It definitely helped us,"
.,aid Golden State's Rick
Barry, who said his team was
-.inspired to do better after the
iluffaJnianagave their Braves
a standing ovation when they
took an 85-66 lead with 5:24 left
in the third period.
Inflamed by the roar of the
crowd, the Warriors went
back to the drawing board and
came up with a new game

plan,
"We decided after the crowd
gave them a standing ovation
to play tough defense," Barry
said. "We just went out and
hustled more. We didn't allow
them to penetrate. Basically,
we played team defense the
way it was supposed .to be
played. On offense, we worked
cercontrolling the ball:"
The big man down the
stretch for Golden State was
literally a big man - reserve
center seven-foot Robert
Parish. The rookie came off
the bench to score 18 points
and grab 10 rebounds in the
second half.
•
-Ballets 1117,4444.112
Phil Chenier Sank n of is
shots, including his first eiglit,
and ared 28 panda*,leading
Washington over the New
York Nets. By scoring their
fourth consecutive victory,the
Bullets reached the .500 level

for the first time since Nov.20.
/lien 117, Laken 94
Julius Erving and George
McGinnis combined for 46
points, leading Philadelphia
over Los Angeles. Erving had
26 points, including 10-for-10
from the fail line, and
McGinnis contributed 20.
Pistons 118,Suns 115
Baskets by 'Howard Porter
and Chris Ford, plus two free
throws by M.L. Carr in the
final 86 seconds lifted Detroit
over Phoenix. After Porter's
basketlied the score at 114,
Ford drove in for the winning
.••-(
basket.
- -Pacers in,Bulls 94 *

Super Bowl Players Try
To Follow Normal Life

s

This includes segregation of Raiders said, "Sex is very
By Wff.1,,GRDISLEY
wives and kids, as well as girl minor in these players' minds
AP Special Correspoadeat
_LOS ANGE.LES (A?)_ - friends. It is a departure from at this time. They are all
This teeming capital of pro the old-fashioned football thinking about winning the
football found itself involved theme. "No Sex After Super'Bowl. They knowlheir
wives or girl friends will be
again loday with a sensitive Tuesday." _
"You've got to let the there when it's over.
topic apart from shotgun
"The idea of isolating the
fellows follow their normal
formations and blitzes:
By KEN RAPPOPORT
straight game before a crowd
teams
pattern
of
life
24 hours- before the
after
all,
an
super
AP Sports Writer
of 9,256, largest ever-to see-a- they're not in the searice,", genie has nothing to do with
"
B6W1.
Will the real Notre Dame liasketbakt74ontest at River- Grant, sex. The purpose is to get the
Unfortunately, the cham- insists the silverhaiied
basketball team please stand 4ront Colisellrn7The 10-0 start
who has been tabbed inac- players away from clistraa•
pionship
game
Sunday
betup? is the Bearcats' best since
curately as a cold and tough tions -- even their wives and
At the start of the season, 1963s NCAA runnersup won ween Vie Minnesota Vikings Captain Bligh.
kidi."
and
°Attend
Raidersstandsto
the Fighting Irish couldn't their first 19 games.
"We are doing our-best not
.
contribute little to the ongoing
od-577
lose. Now they can't win.
medical studies on how an to interfere with the players'
After wiruaing , their first
regular
habits,'"
adds
Madmaybe.
seven games, including vicden, a physical bull with a
ar
et
cle:
lPie °ren
ar
t iirricidar.
•
_
.
Taller 'Oh the -road -aver - •
featheryalflisealifficheir.--activities.
seasowhigh .v Points,.e.Rung Maryland and UCLA, Notre
teamsBoh
are
The rival coaches - Bud
Indiana over Chicago. Darnell _Dame has lost three straight
. allowing
.
wives
and
girl
friends
to be
9
rant
of
the
Vikings
and
John
,
Hillman,Steve Green and Don
inoludieg Wefinesaay —14- 111.c- Amioeiated
flown
i
n
'
today
at
club
elpense.
_
Pt"'
Maddenof
the
Raiders
had
have
II
Buse
-111 Putrits aPieee" night's 64-62 defeat by
-., , „ _!. _ .
Arm,v la, 101J1111110 as
agreed on ground rules They will be quartered at
thePacers._
rs.
•
Villanova. .
hotels
near
but
not
in
the
Colgate 79, Cornell 67
sweethairts.
involving
wives
and
Rockets 108, Knicks 107 •
-We've been turning the
Holy_ Cross_ 109, AssumptiOn
team hosteleries. The only.
11°_,tslasiB. _,,,_,„
maell 144_,
ike Nielelth_, -ball .over too rbuch-," .said -- I-3- -' restrictions are player curpoints
Long
1Sland 81, Canisius 57 .T°Wit:sece'll "-'
nu'
iv a " Notre • Dame Coach Digger
'
Let everything be natural fews, 12 midnight tonight and
Rockets' fourth-quarter rally. Phelps, who has seen his
Pr,., mated hos ow
10 1.1 Ike,
Irish
t
7 ivhirere 8165,B7
11J ph's, just the way it is at home until Friday,11 p.m.Saturday.
The victory lifted the Rockets drop
mew..6..
.
1.1.1
from No. 2 to No.8 in the Pa 54
The
reigning
theme
in
both
cur
Saturday. Then, on the night
into a tie for the Central
u fit PennStam
national rankings and will no r Rutgers
72 68
before the game, sequester camps: "Stay loose."
Division lead with _ the idle doubt' see them drop even
Things have not always
the athletes in ether- hotels
Cleveland Cavaliers. .
Villanova 64, Notre Dame 62
more.
been so pleasant for principals
W
Virginia
away
from
the
fuss
and
fan100,
Pittsburgh
91
Spun 137, Nuggets 132_
Phelps had some solace, at
fare -z- and other clistactions: * of the Super Bowl. The late
Murray State's Racers, 8-3 in pre-holiday play, will open
.
Antonio captain James least, in that the Irish were • . ,k1(:)a
)1San - - e- m .SOUTH .-•-•
10a2.8135avFilorida5711
- Vince Lombardi hid his Green
their conference season Saturday at Morehead. They will
Silas returned to action from competitive for a
change: , 1 Ilk
Bay Packers in Santa Barbara
play at Eastern Kentucky Monday.
knee surgery and scored 28 They were routed by Ken- -F.Ionda St 93, W Kentucky 73
- - 120 miles away - when the
Leads Team
The Racers split a pair of games in the Nevada-Las Vegas
points, helping the Spurs beat tacky and Princeton before 76Georgia Tech 97, Charleston
first Super Bowl was played
. .
Tournament in their last competition,losing to the host team
Denver.
Islgt
Wednesday- night's close one.
.here
in 1967. Hank Stram of
Mississippi
St
HUNTER,
81,
N.Y.
Auburn
79
(AP)
101-77 in the first game and beating Bradley 83-80 in the conSouks 94, Celtics 93
S211 00
N Carolina 91, Clemson 63
"I was happy to see us get
Kansas
City
and
George
Allen
Peter
Dodge
of Burke
solation game.
Tommy
Burleson, back into'the game," Phelps
S Carolina St 107, W Carolina Mountain,
,
Kenmore
Vt., led a near- of Washington, among others,
49
Coach Fred Overton says he's been pleasantly surprised by
distraught at missing a five- noted.
,
machine head
'kept
their
minions
in
Virtual'
sweep
ee
of
top
by
positions
U.S.
Vanderbilt 72; deorgia 69
his team's play thus far but that the "real season" is about to
footer with 14 seconds to play, Elsewhere in
college
Va. Military 73, Roanoke 57
ski team members at the isolation the week before the
begin."Of course, I'd liked to have won every game, but you
stole the ball from Boston's Jo basketball, sacond.ranked
Wake Forest 67, Virginia 63
opening race in the Canadian- game - barring even marital
haat to be pleased by winning all the home games and
jo White and slammed home a Cincinnati whipped Temple
MIDWEST
%Ittormatic •oisp.in hut
relationships.
bea(Mig a couple good teams on the road,"Overton said."But
flying ,dunk with two seconds 61-46:- Bowling Green 103 E Mich- American Ski Trophy series at
tonholirr.
Team
physicians
of
fourth-ranked
Alabama
both
the
'
Hunter
Mountain
here.
A tattlity.h.lretch.
to play to give Seattle a close stopped Florida 83-71;,, No. 6 igan 62 ,
you can bet none of that has impressed Morehead and
U.S. team members cap- Vikings and Raiders agreed
Cent Michigan 74, Ball St 69
101 obeve matiM
Eastern. We'll have tefight for our lives in bed)games."
victory over-the Celtics.
North Carolina drubbed No. 16
Cincinnati 61, Temple 46
tured the first 12 places in the that the question of sex ab20191
-.-mossinimigsssk+01410ing el"-aIlksswatiaa,4
"
-Tuesd'a
fr"4 b' ' e„?.0
-"T„,=
1, '---'-"Treri
iSirMICrifitO7let/We- Vernal' 115.-sr Bortirrnmni` -w
--Orilerrfrit-61
-171e-ien 6fthe' sterTioli- betorela bireofteeigt
r rospeco wean
night. Eastern will take a 3-4 record into its- conference
Forest. defeated Virginia 67top
10
among
the men in the was "much ado about
St 74, Pacific, Calif.
opener with Austin Peay Saturday.
63; No. 17 Providence edged 56
nothing.giant
slalom
event.
CINCINNATI
(
AP)
The
Morehead has the leading scorer in the OVC in 6-3 gaard
St. Joseph's, Pa., 65-64 and
"Ws an old-fa-shtoned
Miami, Ohio 66, Kent St 63
Dodge had a time of two
Herbie Stamper who has averaged 21.1 points a game. 6-8 prospect of veteran forward 19th-ranked Syracuse beat
Toledo 82, Ohio U 66
theory," argued Dr. Donald
minutes,
17.97
seconds
for
two
Pat
Cummings
playing
for
the
Center Ted Hundley has averaged 17.9 points and 10.4 rebounW Michigan 50, N Illinois 45
Fordham 87-68.
runs during excellent con- lannin of the. Vikings. "I was
den game. Both Stamper and Hundley have hit better than 50 University of Cincinnati's
SOUTHWEST
Keith
Herron
scored
19
ditions
in the Catskills - team physician for the
basketball
team
this
year
"is
Oklahoma
St'
88,
Mo. Southper cent of their field goal attempts and 80 per cent of their
points and brother Larry had ern 72
temperatures
in the mid 20s, a University ef Minnesota
bleat,"
according
to
Coach
free throws
11 as Villanova upset Notre Oral Roberts 68,/Mt-ghouls 50 light breeze and four to eight Gophers for a time and the
Eastern'%leading scorers are Dave Bootcheck with 18 poin- Gale Catlett.
American 94. Arkansas feet-of manmade-snow.
- - -notion was the players had to
Cummings, a 6-foot-9 junior Dame. Notre Dame's Dave StPan
ts a game and Kenny Elliott with 17.7. Bootcheck is a 6-8
83
-Geoff Bruce of Corning, eat the same meals- steak,a
freshman center, Elliott a .6
.
0 sophomore guard. Elliott who was the No..3 scorer on Batton hit the side of the rim
FAR WEST
with a corner shot with just
N.Y., was a close second, potato without butter and
N Texas St 88, Fresno St 81
ranked 11th In the nation in free throw shooting last week last year's 23-6 club, is two seconds remaining as the
electric'range
New Mexico 109, Portland St
followed
by Jean Beaulieu of green beans.
recovering
from
a
broken
foot
with a percentage of 96.6.
a:
Irish
missed
tying
the
game
at
"Nobody
ever
figured
it
Quebec City. Murray's leading scorer is 6-5 forward Mike Muff with an suffered during a preseason the end.
Becky Dorsey of Wenham, might be better to let the guys
1&4 average. Guard Grover Woolard has averaged 16 points, practice.
TOURNAMENTS
V
Sz";.•thAao
Robert Miller and Gary Fairfield 1011, Lehigh 74
Maine, was the top woman eat what they want, or norwindow. Lo-Temp o.rn
John Randall and Zach Blariingarne 10.3 each, Jimmy
Yoder eac_hareil_34althlaas_uotaira 100, St. Francis, Ps.
mallY
eat."
'
with &time of 76 55 seconek on
TENNIS
WarrentkIkniellWilaonit.4,-andDainiy,Jarrett-5;5.
Cincinnati won its 10th 91
Drk Donald Fink of the
her best run down the course.
MELBOURNE,AustraliaMuff also leads rebounding with 9.3 a game. Woolard has
6.9, Wilson 6.7, and Randall6.4. Jarrett and Blasingame have No 2 seeded Roscoe Tanner of
each hit better than 68 per cent of their field goal attempts Lockout Mt., Tenn., advanced
andltuff,--Woolard,_and_Warrealetter -than,.50 per (PM _In_the quarter finat*
Murray ranked 11th In field goal shooting in the last NCAA Australian Tennis Open
Championship
eliminating
statistical report.
The Racers have averaged 62.7 pointS and 44,3 rebounds a TongRoche of Australia 4-6,61,6-2,6-1.
game to opponents'76.8 points and 38.3 rebounds.

Notre Dame Drops Third
Sitraight„Bearcats Win

.4

Sears

College Cage
Results

'MAWR'S -

50th

Anniversary

sale

Racers Head East For
Start Of OVC Season

$so

MP,*

.1,111/ hp)
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Alabama Comes Back
To Rip Florida 83-11
By TOM SALADINO
AP Sports Writer
"I'm not surprised at what
my team does any more,"said
Alabama Coach C. M. Newton
after his fourth-ranked
r•-•,- Crimson Tide came from
-•• behind to topple Florida.
' "But I am surprised we won
considering theway we played
in the first half," said Newton
whose Tide defeated the
Gators 83-71 Wednesday night
, after trailing 47-44 at in-• terznission.
It was unbeaten Alabama's
11thconsecutive victory and
its second in the Southeastern
Conference race. Florida is 9-2
and 1-1.
In other SEC contests,
Mississippi State edged
Auburn 81-79 and Vanderbilt
trimmed Georgia 72-69.
Freshman,, Robert Scott,
starting in place of the injured
Anthony Murray, led the
Crimson Tide with 20 points,
including six straight that
_ enabled Alabama to take a 67. 59 lead with 7:17 left to play.
Alabama had to survive the
71,per cent field goal shooting

1-Stop
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Life Health
Home Car
Form
Business
. Ronnie Ross
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SZIII 15

,
7t
$211111E
.il‘flAr'Irose•
»at.,
hitt,

4.1/11,1

l•

0.41110,

off the Gators in the first half, "It was a great win because
hitting 20 to 28 baskets. we're still fighting to keep our
Florida cooled in the final 20 heads above water," said
minutes, however, connecting Vandy Coach Wayne Dobbs.
"I don't think we had an
on only 10 of 33shots.
Florida's Bob Smyth-had 17 emotional letdown after the
of his 22 points in the first hall Kentucky game (a 64-59
and Al Bonner all 15 of his bvertiine loss Monday)," said
Georgia Coach John Guthrie.
before intermission.
"I'm disappointed we "I don't believe in emotional
couldn't sustain a lead," said letdowns. You have to be.
Florida Coach John Lotz. ready to play anytime."
Saturday's SEC schedule
"You've got to give credit to
includes
Florida at Georgia,
though
they
even
Alabama,
didn't have Murray. They Auburn at Tennessee, Kentucky at Vanderbilt on
have a lot of depth."
Al Perry tossed in three free regional television, Louisiana
throws in the final 24 seconds State at Alabama and
to cement Mississippi State's Mississippi at Mississippi
victory as freshman Rickey State.
Brown led the Bulldogs with 26
'points. Eddie Johnson led Resigns Post
Auburn, 6-3, and 0-2 in the
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP)SEC, with 17 points. State iS9- Vanderbilt University football
2and 1-1.
defensive coordinator Frank
• "This win should really help Emanuel resigned Weda
us after what happened to us nesday.
at Gainesville Monday night
According to a Vanderbilt
(a 97-75 loss to Florida)," said spokesman, Emanuel,32, said
State Coach Kermit Davis.
he has career opportunities
The loss didn't help the open to him in private
temper of Auburn Coach Bob business,
college
and
Davis who had blasted professional football.
Johnson after the Tigers'74-71 Emanuel said he resigned to
loss to Alabama Monday take one of those opnight.
portunities, the-- spokesman
"We're in a lot of trouble. said.
We have to start over. You get
Emanuel has been defeasive
to the point where you think coordinator at Vanderbilt1 for
you got a ball club and two years. He was defen 'ye
everything falls apart," he coordinator at Wichita State
said.
-'for one year in 1974, after
"We had a total team serving for two years under
breakdown. We got beat in then-Memphis State Coach
every department. We will get FQred Pancoast, now head
it straightened out ltiy/ have coach at Vanderba. •
to practice three'times a day."
Emanuel won All-America
Freshmen Mark Elliott and honors and_ All-Southeastern
Charles Davis each scored 15 Conference honors at TenpointS Ur" help Vanderbilt'nessee in 1965. He late played
break eVen onthe season.at5-5 professional' football with the
and in the SEC,1-1.
Miami Dolphins and New
Georgia, 0-2 in the league Orleans Saints, being named
and 5-5 overall, was led by Miami's "Rookie of the Year"
Jackson wiUr15points.
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• Ford Hopes Former Campaign
Manager Will Head Republicans

Kentucky News Briefs

FT. KNOX,Ky. I AP) The on mkjor roads leaffiog to the.
motor maintenance building downtown area.
.
of the 19th Engineer Battalion
The results will be analyzed
at (Ft._ Knox has been to see If the timing of traffic
Reagan's allies favor destroyed by a fire of unknown signals needs to be changed.
WASHINGTON AP) - the President emphasized in
President Ford says he'd like the conversation that he will Richard Richards,. the Utah origin.
to see his former campaign support the chairman selected Republican chairman, for the
Also lost kri Tuesday's blaze
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP):manager become chairman of by the national committee national committee - post. were a dump truck, two jeeps • Larry Wayne Pierce, 32, has
the. defeated Republican when its 162 members vote on Richards - has been cam- and a fork lift. No damage been indicted by a federal
p.irty but the move may do Jan. 14 or 15. He added Wart if paigning aggressively, by' estimate was available.
grand jury on an extortion
Te to stir than to settle the Mrs.Smith wanted to know his telephone and in a tape
charge.
personal preference, it was recorded message mailed to
-debate over the GOP future.
LOUISVILLE,"Ky. tAP)The indictment charges that
'committee members.
Ford's preference for Baker.
The
Louisyille-Jefferson Pierce tried to obtain $50,000
And there are more can- County consumer protection from Samuel Klein, board
Rockefeller said that
%tames A Baker III, a Houston
1.1.0,er, was seconded by Vice traditionally,"when there is a didates to contend with, in- agencies will publish shortly a chairman of the Bank of
President r Nelson , • A. vacancy in the chairmanship cluding Robert Carter, now doctor's directory for con- Louisville.
liockefeller at a )11,hite HOuSr, to be tilled during the term of the cochairman of the national sumers.
FBI agents arrested Pierce
trieeting+ of party leaders .oh an . incumbent president, the committee. Mrs. Smith has
Information being compiled on`Dec. 6.after Klein received
president is consulted.... In tOld -associates she favors by the Jefferson County a threatening 'telephone call.
Wednesday.'
But there is sureAb be stiff view of this fact, I shall favor Carter as her successor.
Medical Society will be In that call, ransom was
Among the other entries and released in pamphlet form to demanded for the release of a
opposition froio Ronald whomever the president
prospects: former Sen. aid new residents of the area member of Klein's ,family.„
)(ea on's supporters. And supports," he said.
- pf- in -timing-'ph
-E: -Brock
-thrt'i iot the only problem-forn•AndWas allegedly kidriaPed.
But Ford's
nberccY will
Tennessee; Thomas Milligan, knowing which accept new No member of the banker's
thVresident's side. than
nix
daystia
have no more
* 11epublican
Nleam%hile, President-elect run when Abe_ Republicans the Indiana patients.
family was actually held for
-(Tirter aSrerrneffibers oTibt- select their new chairman,' chairman;--Arthur Ftetcher, a
..ransom,the iridictinent said.
Ford
at
the
National and tradition has not left to 'deputy assistant to
Democratic
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
Conatuttee today- to elect defeated presidential can- White „House, and Buehl resolution to authorize The
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Berentson, former executive commissioning of a statue or Mayor Harvey Sloane(AP).
,Fluer Gov. Kenneth M.
said he
choice
of
the
diclate
„
s
the
director of the party's Senate
_Ctulis., of Maine as party
bust of the late Dr. Martin has made no,decilion on what
- • campaign committee.- party's top official.
nth& Xing jr. for plaCeinent new position he will, offer
That guarantees that Curtis
.in the U. S. Capitol will be
former city personnel citrector
%+ ill be selected for the post
sponsored by Rep. Romano Charles Mees, who resigned
, being vacated by Robert
Mazzoli, D-Ky.
his post after using a racial
,Strauss.
Mazzoli co-sponsored slur in an argument with a
similar legislation during the black city employe.
Ford niade his choice known
94th Congress, but it failed to
Sloane said that the new
after
telling
Reagan,
post would be "legs sensitive."
gain passage.
Ro(keteller and former Texas
Gov. John B. Connally of it at
FOLK ART
DETROIT (AP - Nearly three or four-cars in each new
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)Wednesday's private White
WORCESTER, Mass.(A?)56 of every 100 new U.S.-built segment that opens up," said The Traffic Engineering Dept.
House luncheon.
cars sold -carried the name of one official. "They,'ve got the will begin a study next month The Worcester Art Museum
- It was the second tithe in
recently acquired four oil .pormonth thae four had met to a General Motors division in market covered like glue. No to determine ,how much the traits by American folk artist
that."
affordio
do
else
can
one
flow of downtown traffic has
:talk about the future of-the 1976, as the No.. 1 automaker
Until recently, GM con- been affected by the recent Erastus Salisbury Field 1805:party, and uesgan emerged captured a record share of the
centrated mostly on the big- opening of the Ninth Street 19001.
:saying they had not nreedon domestic market.
The subjects of the portraits
market. But when its Interchange of Interstate 64.
car
"It' the first time we're
are Field's friends, Eleazar and
:a consensus candidate for the
dropped sharply
The department will take Sibbel Cowles-,--and their daughchairmanship; and didn't try above 55," said GM analyst market share
who checked records dating during the oil embargo in late vehicle counts at about 150 ters Maria and Louisa, done in
to do so.
1973, it rushed a bevy of little downtown intersections and 1837.
, "Anybody who wants to back to 1926, when Ford Motor
cars
onto the market and now
industry.
the
Co. dominated
,,,Apaic up csaictReasan.
OffIrisal-IndusTer:91-IFS--ignthen'indaslrir'9-emeWear
' Ford did, in a telephone
leader.
conversation with Mary figures released Wednesday 'GM officials say they will
. Louise, Smith, the resigning showed the world's largest try to capture an even larger
Lhairman of the national automaker produced 4,800,716 share of the market this year.
of 8,606,473, American cars
committee.
last year-a 55.8 per cent "It'll be tough, but we have a
sold
A White House source said
shot at it,"said one executive.
share.
Other industry analysts,
GM's- penetration of the
however, say they expect
Ford,
with
shares
market
it
Sears'
decline
Chrysler Corp. and American GM's. 1977_ share to
more
than a
slightly,
but
not
Motors Corp. was up sharply
point.
from a 53.2 share in 1975 and
It has been reported that
49.6 in 1974.
GM's
top executives have set
Chrysler's share went upa personal goal to capture 60
from 14.1 in 1975 to 15.1. Ford
per cent of the market. That,
declined nearly two points to
_26a_and_Amcfe.a_from_u_to however, was denied Wedtietday by Chai;man 'Thomas
2.9.
thre
A. Murphy.
In 1976, each one-point
kw.liars MA. 11
"Our only objective is to get
change involved 86,000 cars
sale we can," said
every
worth more than $500 million
-Murphy,
who has indicated in
at retail.
Analysts attributed GM's the past he isn't worried about
gain, in part, to a four-week anti-trust action "as long as
strike against Ford last fall. we sell good products at fair
But in 1967, when Ford was pprices and don't break any
Mhz
.1
struck for nearly- 10 weeks; laws.26 a SOW I
GM's share increased only to Last year, however, the
Justice Department an-54.7 per cent.
nounced-the start of an in-.
G.Ma
liturs-tt
r sTTn
gains in mid-size car sales - dustrywide
the industry's hottest segment vestigation which eventually
- was a big reason for the could lead to a break-up of
Installed BLOWN-IN
GM. The probe is expected to
firm's bigger share.
4-in. and 64. ATTIC
GM's take years to complete.
Executives
at
competitors, however,say it's GM overtook Ford for good
INS-Ili A TION
a case of the big getting in 1931 on the highly successful
6-DAY SAYINGS
ATTIC
bigger. "They simply drop in marketing philosophy of
ON 6-IN.
S0.1T.
providing a car for every
taste. In 1954, the auto giant
1200
captured more than 50 per
MISS YOUR PAPER?
cent of the domestic market
Subscribers who have not
1500
for the first time, and since'
received their Iteme-dadliverid
then between 45 per cent and
2000
copy of The Murray ledger
55 per cent of domestic sales
Times by 540 F. no. Nmadayhave carried the name 1111ia
Be comfortab e while you're
friday Sr by 3:30p. moe SaturChevrolet, Pontiac, Oldsaving on heating and air
days ore wiped to cell 7511916
smobile, Buick or Cadillac conditioning costs with
between 5:30 p. m. mai 6 p. ft.,
all GM divisions.
blown.in attic installation
lii
INeaday-Fridwy, or 3:30 p. m.
4. *
* *
end 4 p. m. Saturdays, to insert
New York State's accidental 'I!
delivery ef the newspaper. Cads
death rate in 1975 was the lowmost be pieced by 6 p. m. weekest in the nation, with 28.3 III
deaths per 100,000 reported by all
drys or 4 p. tn. Soforelloys to
the National Safety Council.
oaverontore ahalivory.
Alaska, with a death rate of 11
124, had the highest toll.

GM Captures Record
Share Of Car Market

Over 500,000 New Car Owners
Still Driving Without Spares
DETROIT (AP)- Owners automakers.
factory.
of Mine 500,000 new can and
Whatever the reason, GM and Chrysler Say their
light trucks are still driving 500,000 of 2.6 million vehicles spares are of the same type as
without spare tires because of built without spares are the original four even though
a lengthy rubber strike wliich without a dealer-supplied fifth they are built by a different
ended four months ago, the tire.
company.
Big Three car makers say.
GM says only 135,000 of
The auto companies said it 1,365,000 vehicleS it built
could be until •March 1 before without spares still don't have The Virginia Company held a
the last of the vehicles gets its them. A spokesman said the lottery on June 26, 1814, to help
missing spare - which may company hoped to take care of raise money to be usedby the
be of a different brand name the eernaining'vehicles by the colonies. It was the first impor.
the
from the four that were'fac- end of this month.'
!tant lottery in America and
crowns.
4,500
was
prize
grauld
tory-installed.
_
and
However, •Ford
American Motors was the--Chrysler say it-may be &ill
only domestic . maker which March 1 before all their
Fast Rim Service
did not have to omit spares customers receive spares. At
Al Alky Discount
from its vehicles, because it Ford, 222,000 of 570,000 cars
Full
had an adequate supply.
produced spare-less are still
Roll
The Jig Three companies, that way. At Chrysler, 145,000
b3wks
however, charged customers of 526,000 vehicles have no
for five tires and promised to spares.
fresh Color
supply the spare thrbigh' A VoA-sPoiesinaii sãidthe
Fiu
company
has
been
the
slowest
dealer notifications as soon
to provide spikes because it is
after the strike as pluisible.
Artcraft Studios
The makers-had hoped sto the only maker'inatittattt-the
its
St. 12111. 753-0035
„
.spare
with
the
.trand
name
of
provide all missing spares by
Free-Pelting
At Rear poor
the end of 197ö, but now say the tires installed at the
they have run into a few
snags.
Some in the auto industry
blame the delay on the rubber
HAROLD D. PRIDDLE, M. D.
companies, saying the tire
AND •
makers supplied their own
L.-1-0i'b W. HOUSMAN, M. D. •
retail outlets first rather than
taki.,care of Detroit's missing
ANNOUNCE THE RELOCATION OF THEIR OFFICES
spares.
FOR THE PRACTICE OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
Others say the paper work
TO
involved .took longer than
2226 BROADWAY
• expected.
PADUCAH KENTUCKY 42001
The rubber companies note
that the first few months after
the strike were devoted to
production. of snow tires,
OFFICE 1401.11IST
TIELgeMONE
egi
ll,PTIVT
15021 442.9414
.MEN T
which normally are produced
in- the summer. This delayed
output4 of tires for the

2.49
994

Center

Open Daily
9AM-9PN
1-6 %Way

6-DAY
MON

SAT

I'm saving money
on every prescription
and all my drug needs

.st1119

2 Country of
Asia
3Pounding
instrument
4 Explosive
noises
5 Simian
0 Raged
7 Wiwake
8 Insect
91nIM
10 Worthless
Waving
18 Pokers ttikes
11 Golf mound
2200,6mmtDecorate___ _47.64.444

Installed

continuous
aluminum
guttering
Custom-made at taw Fiume
I. by ur factory on wheels
Sears Catalog Sales Representative

Doug Taylor
will give toe a it'at esliaste dial

753-2310

•

I,, as aspeintmeal at volt
cinavesienca
** *** k

Sears Catalog
SearSi Sales Office
soon
.7Z-

••••••

S:

ylonian
licabkl
'19 Be
22 D
scaamiep '
ilktiTY
23 Preposition
22 Pale
27 Be in debt
24 Negative
29'neon*
30 Almoepispric 25 Snare .
disturbafts.
1,28 Leave out
31 Earth god- 27 Eye closely
28 Dry
29 Deface
82 Hurried
.30 Pose tor
33 Cravat
portrait
34 Three-toed
32 Robson;
sloth
35 Sufferer
from
Hansen's
disease
37 Smell rso
38Likety
39 Heroic
event
40 Tennis
stroke
41 Near
42 Wite of
Geratnt
44 Fiber plant
47 Spice
51 Moray
52 Toward
shelter
53 Slav*
54 Nahoor
ahem)
55 Church'
benches
se Stalk
57 Sunburn
DOWN
1 Bark cloth

Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle
U0U 00 00330
LIU0333 01333313
OW 00000B0 OM
UU 133312 1W0Z
WUW0 UU0W 033
U3UUW 02:90 33
00E10 U3130
U0 UW0d U0USEI
WOO 333U'U318A
ULJWU UMIJ 33
WU WWW12330 22
WIAMUU0 U123200
kiWWWW hJaJ WU'

33 Flap
38 Greek letter
37 Unpretentious
38 Bear witnese lo
40 Citrus fruit
V.)
41 Conjunction
43 Symbol for
nickel

2
st I

111

SAV-rite.
You can too!

ill

is

He Also Gives You
DISCOUNT PRICES

811
41;

Newspaper
paragraph
46
5 Gir
v4rive
'S name
44

47 Headgear
48 Spanish try
of delight
49 Recent
50 Compass
point

Myadec Vitamins
•

Ih

5,4

11

•0

IN

COMPARE
OUR
LOW! LOW!
PRICES

•

for active people in the
jobf
on the
"41111111106
"
go
100
With 30F&..

It

13O0
'BET;

m

Your Prescriptions Effectively
and to Advise You About Your
Health Needs!

ass

,

ill

1
is

buying from

Your Pharmacist at SAV-rite
is a Specialist, Experienced
and Carefully Trained to Fill

ACROSS
1 gratuity
4 Brazilian
- estuary
8 Jog
1 2 Exist
13 Semi-precious,
14 jrailand
15 Dance step
10 Pierce

r

since 1-started -

24
$30
$40

Crossword Puzzler

6.

'

s2" Lirnit 2

LILLY INSULIN
U
u so .319_
u - 100$91.

High-potency
vitamin formisla with minerals

191199191'21111193I'IT1.-P.11

cvv===ri

BirtiliiiIIF.ESESFE .t.

hi
ki

lit

MI
ha

It,
hi

I!:
h,
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Car Urged In Nosing
Through New Lock Gate

La
ie

or.

NANCY

Murray State University
on Semester of its
Life and Learning Program
announces the Spring

GOLCONDA., M. (AP) - steel structure but it was just
lailors who nose-their craft completely demolished."
through the newly-replaced
The lockmaster said the
lock gate bn the Ohio River combine weight of the
had better be 'more—erreful "Universal Trader" and its
than usual because Lock- barges was 26,000 tons.
master John Cummings says
Ali estimated 8,000 gallons
SOME JOGGERS
til'
supply
of
spare
is • of No. 2 fuel oil spilled from a
gates
ARE A NUISANCE!
exhausted.
barge,said official&
Cummings'lock was back in
"That oil spill(didn't really
operation Wednesday for the
amount to very much," said
first time since a towboat and
Cummings. He added that he.
barges slanuned into -the
doubted if 'the spill inyolv
_nammuin Steel structure 8,0ee gallons. "ft
Dec. 27.
very quickly. They couldn't
Repairs were made by
find enough to piek any pp."
crews from Louisville, Ky., •
-0/fluniligs laid the' long
said Cummings.
Den
from the aceicient_ta_
Barle -Mid- the gate in=" full 'operation after repairs
stalled near' this- Southern caused a backup of an
town was the last on estimated 76 towboats and
..4-itt-fau.i.vilic. •
thatNLrges.
YOU'RE
"They're gbing to ave to do
„
TO TAKE A TRIP
midi-Cummings,
LAIkE DATA '
"either build a,new gate or no;
-Kentneky-helte;-7-044. 354.3,
have a spare," _
. _ up .01. - -• Even witE TrePlacemeniso
Below dam 303.7, no change.
close at hand, work crews had
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.0,
not finished the task of
down .01.
installing the replacement and
Below dam 311.7, up 2,8.
readying it for operation until
early Wednesday morning.
• ANIMAL TONGUES •
Cummings said the towboat •WASHINGTON AP
A
that caused the trouble was rattler doesn't flick..his forked
the "Universal „Trader" tongue as a prelyde to attack owned by Chotian Transport he's just trying to get.the_ smell
of things, says the National,GeCorp. of New Orleans.
r-1 I'D CALL
"He wasn't IMO- up with the ographic Society.
.:THAT A
. A tongue is niore-than an inwall,"-aaid Vummingi of the strument of
MISFORTUNE
speech or taste for
boat..
most animals, the society exQQFlE
"He was on a 145-degree plains. The gecko lizard, for exangle" and seemed to be ample, uses its tongue as a
traveling too fast, Cummings windshield wiper ffor its seeadded. "He just couldn'tstop through eyelids. The American
and he hit that gate with the bald eagle iiieS his as a built-in
impact from one barge with air conditioner Since the birds,
,,all those other (10) barges like dogs, " don't perspire
throwth-tbeir -skinstany lia-.--1511dnd fle' completely ards catch food'by flicking out
demolished the gate. It's a big their long, rapid-fire tongues.

Non-Credit Short Courses for Leisure Enrichment - •
or
Personal Development

Classes To Start Week Of February 14

6-0ING

T1-815
FORTUNE,COOKIE
I GOT AT T1715„,__
'
RE 5TAURANT
I'LL OPEN

1 GUESS THAT
-446/A5
..T171g
"TRIP"

AMATEUR RADIO LICENSE, NOVICE CLASS

HAIM YOGA

km Menai eal PK6c Ml lastreciven
I soM& be federal Ceimakebess (masses KO
rirmlehms reek Ater1 INN Kent Cede
leaden I. Ike FCC Nome Coss Ma• IKON. PechoWni lend Wn
Winn* 01 bow *nu
somece I lenteeolt are code practice lam wel be evadable lot wise al Is low des
smilso
90941), MI.*FOIMM 11 iM *pa.
Ilodiburo Saws
II mum : . . . .... ... .

See etal Yam cm bot yowl het tro• Ire lion elks leer MA rierl *ere re ads Iser
mini lbo
moresout orlioso cm be dem by rya* too soot bow os loos ws sil
lob Toe ont S3 Ise NM* to soolly Pio anise AI Os dot tusk ol cles
*Won *moo* 3Oroon /I 7 1 15 a
Meek lain roos 101
10 *Moe .
$12

'AMATEUR
...• . RADIOLICENSE, ADVANCED CLASS
woo
.t. cakiienft
. ,14,
°I 6.•

IJ

WW1 Cassosocoson Cosmoses (1(C)(WIWWW inn Ikva,filkosinii..
)iedim to dee FCC filaiced el Gemral doss 11011114 Pwtsipm,ttlooid
icpu.jW%,jc,
na leve emealeed knob/0
Mondays Ism* Wert /I, 1* 9 p•
Welborn 1alece 11•1114, woyo 111

iOusuotii

•

$5

INDEPENDENT NEEDtEPOINTING
A clays tot Worm led meowed esedle wren vie
is soh so'WIWI cans et
poosel moot lie apolloolol NI la** mope picky NI bo los* hubris a was* OMR
oo cars old tocilwas sosisesli1 asp 13 54 is soon& relabel te ems* is I.
few des synlibre Dan' WWI lo 15
Nolan
Worn 14 1,311s ss.
ApOrtd Scissor eel ledsplep
nos 11111
*woe
$1.

beperehos for be Federal CoellirketiellS(pNW.WWfid ad liri din ktase lestleom r.
'urn sell .
0 Medafevl II !II is dot NO* lbo %AWL KiC1KONIC COMMUNICATION. by
Itobe I Wok/ Celt 1162*
Ittednestan Immuo Febnears 16 ti 90.
Rice Doyle f be 1 vr5 Center room 610
10 session
$20

BASIC CRAPPIE FISHING Nee Dem bonder
VALUES CLARIFICATION WORKSHOPS b.**.leek.

[earner; be bask :room Odom tedomeet esed e Not fere lakes A lad dal Inbase !no oe Sam
ear April 9 an Itellei Labe rs lb. liplivols el be come
Ilirdnestari Mer.i 30 eod Aml 6 to 10 p
Saar* Apnl 1I day)
Limn Slairw.-Nisi 121
$15
3 mum

BEGINNING GUITAR

INs worts* is buena to *Ail slovii••• *SO ides lkd Wks
compare nese vakees vlb bow Intim •cestemocan 1100101.
iminslasc Mimeo Mardi 9 lo Op.
bitstiama Wain rom 251

Come to must el iileoidem imlnutme re has woke pretests WI mei A•111-10
oroortysso lo a *Wise aided Hem ot work • IneelM yak ho limb 1141
isuieserirksilist - SION OK ups* OW oolong et ow tee AS bps
IMAM begesisilsksay 15.6.10 le 9 30 p
ledrInal Easilios leaks. Nes 144
..-......
miess oof •

STAR GAZING TO ASTROARCHAEOLOGY

telkOkaa.w.
TAKE
MR.WAXER
TO SEE

brIM"
"
11.119"'
14 I*4
Slut
.itIsssp.f.Nmi'y 14 1 W
Medan Scion kid*, nes 135
1
4,-

AND PAINTING

"d "le b. 1/16.114" INI

$12

cosimatios el WY Idiom olio rib, be dais Mak( II deb Mot dome um cow
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_ _ relmks sit lite
.
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' lborsdays. Wombslimn 211 le till sie
' Singe Slellsi Nis MN
13 muss
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Nriipr it a Alesiersietkuidier
a &ewe_ kg bed IN al le* irk Neuss! Emit .
Ilesdeer. Iesissist kktart11
INNS Siu.resa ill
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BEGINNING DRAWING

11. Um IOWA

WESTERN SQUARE DANCING-PART II

BEGINNING BRIDGE Abe ken. NAN*
HETPHAH1OM

• j. $12

111 lie
Nene
Is Ni. erN elm tke ellirds. ea el imp aeon Is*NIsr
*Ile muse el Ihes rid
esmisile el Ile
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elesseskar Inn el mom beldam s iselsed (5reambesee). ham Note ad WW1 Is
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sinensinn ovn o leincepe Ile preemmestees %dog Sp pordlint
4.1310110111, 1110 10 14/11401 3C113(1 SEWS by los Ilsboiss Ins Is Wink kA lion
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•

'400404.55

Stodooti prO tin ckeis la len accosOrnsull tdr MO14 1M iii Man to MI teeefA *WI
solo& soy* Sted000nosIt*is **1•941*-**14111110-11•111s111.19111111ITIn.7""a"r
NW WM *poop fibbers 17 I le 9 os
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10 tossom
. Si.

tF 50$47141t46,.DOES. CAN
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mi
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Frilloy3 Somme Felons! 11 1:31 A /31 OA.
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............
S Aries .
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6errine MY

be Neale Mom*
tesisellig
Be* Wort ol *um olosoossohys st*Aim orteedossess
sidespisier t•Willps rat Sad lbw" collie" Whim Ni. wol olloot, mil urns&
AseVan *mime Nissen 14 I SO re I sit
mem NIS Stkol
$25
10 muses

BASIC WOODCRAFT hiss Pro
clogy- woRRY,
NOTOIN6'5 601r-4&
13:71tARPEN TO
me

Mum*

HOW TO BUILD A KENTUCKY LONG RIFLE

BROADCAST ENGINEERING Ise 11. Merit Imbeds

BEETLE BAILEY •
sift-tIptestes &Dims
'TO SE LIVE AMMO
CalftINiS Ti4E5e _
WAR GAMES.
x PONT THINK
So.16-11a,
.60 oar

•441.110,

YEAST BREADSfink farinat
el w*1
-7eipli4I*facmoW a* WWW 'ItnIVEKK nh ml
le NOW Of easel
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11216
$5
1 Niko ' •
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S mime_
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Exam
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$25
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TO:
Center for Continuing Education
"Life and Learning Program"
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Name

*
No
6rades
No
Final
Exam

Morgan, Trevathan & Gun,Inc.

Social Security Number
Nome of Course

My check for S

4

Desired'

Other classes I would like

-

Now Has A Loca Number

to see offered

is enclosed

•

•

provided by

The Center for Continuing Education

For The Residents of Murray,caktray &Peaty and Aurora

The Numbiff To Call

•

lip _
Office Phone

A REGIONAL ADULT EDUCATIONAL SERVICE

Insurance-Bonds-Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton

7534434

Address
Home Phone

Murray State University
•

Murrayt Kentucky

Phones 762-2086 or 762-4159

p
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2. Notice

2. Notice

2 Notice
YE OLD Horsetrading
-Post and Auction.
General merchandise
wholesale and retail.
Used furniture, antique
toys, throw rugs, throw
pillows, consignments
taken. Flea market
space available. We
buy, sell or hersetrade,
601 South 4th.-call 4361575,
_HAIRCUT' WM, Shave,
$.75, at Hornbuckle
13arliei Shop,IOTWalnut
Monday'
,Street.
Thursday 7:30-11:30;
Friday & Saturday_LaD3• 30. Appointment at
home. Call if needed
,
. 753_3665.
EXERCISE. Health Spa.
Call -753-0129.
WHAT WE do best is
care.Needline,7534333.

WANTED
4 HOMES
Attention Fermis& Co•lerinms
homeowners in The general arms will be given the
opportunity of having new
DuPont Tactlor -House Siding
applied to their home with
optional decorative war; at
a very low cast.
Premivad 30 Siding has a non
Transterabie
MSS thud
Year Guarantee,
This amaz
mg new product hos' cap
.tured the interest of home,
ewners throughput the
United States who are fed
up with constant pointing
and . other maintenance
costs. It will last you a life- time and provides full insulation summer and win.
ter, as well as fire protec
eur-roovr-produet-Cnn
be used over every type of
horne, including frame, con
crete block, asbestos. stuc
Ca, Its.. U.IJIM65-111 a choice
of colors and is no,v1..going to
be intiodUctid to die 0
Your home
•
can be a show place in the
county ond we will mike it
worth your while if we can
use your home for odvertrs
log For on appointment
moil within 3 days name
ond address to
4

_FREE! FREE! DraiVing
for new. $20.00 bill at
Country Music Show
Saturday, 8100 p. rn.
Kentucky Lake Music
Barn. For 'information
call 502-436-8806.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot; use our rear entrance.

-

- Advertisers
ore
requested to check the
-41454404.44.k.-44-etilis--ior
correction
This
newspaper will be
responsible for only
one incorrect iniettiion
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATELY SO. PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROMPTLY /N CASE OF AN
ERROR

WERE LOOKING FOR 'All wiDIVIRUAL WHO WANTS TO IS
•LHOEPENDENT 'AND FINNY!
CIALLY SECURE.
ASSOCIATED INDUSTRIES

FIGURE
SALON,
Dixieland Center. Call
- -far free- visit and informatiort, 7534881.

Soecial Purchase

I BUY RAW furs at my
home on 641 South
Tuesdays, Wednesdays,
/
2
and Thursdays., 21
miles from Uncle Jeffs_
PhoneDouglas
753-3375
Shoemaker.

Phone Numbers
ftr The Ledger 81 Times
Departments
Are As follows
News, Society anct
753-19/8
Sports
Retail Display advertising. 753-191.9
Classified Display,
°ossified, Circulation and the Business
may
be
Office
reached on 753 1916and 753-1917

is expanding and looking to, qu•litied
indeedusis in this ores it nvenuldolar•
iiigtiiy
aaaaaable plastic diens II you
paltry. we will provide
Cotnplete"orreee-siteArsintng
•
,
u,OCI relatt OtAletS
• Company ee
• a. tn•ceuary ersutpreont..
SIMS Mechinery ler the initial Stilri.
tog must prothee ambition, &Dame,
enteN 2?0,
No selltng necessary No ode or ea
pertene• NVeutrereonte
Call Or WO. tor lull details include
phone number

ASARCIATED INDUSTRIES
!!57 w- 9,
•xr,
-Springlield. Missouri 65002
14171109-4906

BELTONE . FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.

TEDLAR

Check
Your

LOST MALE BLACK and
White Walker Coon
-Hound in Land Between
Lakes area, Rewiid'
- offered. Call 753-3286.
6. Help Wanted

If You
Need Them: •
Nome
753-14,41
Fire
Address
753-1621
Police
753-6957
City
Rescue
753-9332
Ambulance
Sl-ote
Hospital
Phone
. 753-5131
Please
Emergency
N
r
Humane Society
. 753-3994
Comprehensive
NOTICE-DO YOU have
Care
. 753-6622
Poison Control 775115r- VT stumps In -71311r--yard? Let us mulch your
Senior Citizen
. 753-0929
stumps.
No mess! When
753-NEED.
Needline
we are gone your stump
Learn to Read. „ 7534288
troubles are over. For a
free estimate cell K and
Social Concerns
S Stump Removal, 4354343 or 753-9490.
Committee and

The Ledger &
Times

S. Lost And found

Prmeim• Ovally
4 Ply Polyester
"Blemish"
hlrod-Satew Tires
WHITE
SIZE

PEG. EX.
TAX

560i15 $18.00
6
178:1123
87803
C78x13
17844
171n14
618114
H78114

Pad
Paid
Paid

$1
$16.0°
7.00
$17.00

Patil

$17.00

Pad

$1.1,00,_
$19.00
$20.00

Pod

$22.00

Pad

vue

826.00
Pad
11111i15 $28.00
Paid
pod
178x15 $29.00
TNWEATTS
TIRE
CENTER
Limo, Ky.
753-2720
678115

Al Tim Geormateed

3 Card Of Thanks
WE APPRECIATED
your many and varied
expressions of sympathy. Thank you for
- your -concern. The
Family of Vernon E.
Riley.
WE WANT to take this
opportunity to thank all
the people who helped us
in any way after our
home was destroyed by
-fire--Dec-. 5. Many-peoplegave us money, others
gave food, clothing,
furniture, and some
gave of their time and
energy. Aka you helped
in -a most unselfish way
and all of us appreciate
it more than mere words
CM say.
The Roger Crouse Family

Enjoy the peace and quiet of country living in
this 3 droom brick home at Grove Heights on
large lot. Has fruit trees and shade trees,
modern kitchen with dishwasher, disposal and
built in range, wall to wall carpet, air conditioner
And on city water. Priced to sell at $27,000.00.
Cozy 2 bedroom aluminum siding home on S.
Broad St.' Fills carpet, gas heat and air conditioner. Why pay rent when you can buy this for
$10,500.00..
_
Sit by the fireplace and enjoy life while saving on
heat bills. This 2 bedroom brick home in Westwood has large brick fireplace, all carpet,
modern kitchen with built-in range, dishwasher,
and disposal. Oh-c.ity water and sewer, has central heat and air.
Spacious 4 bedroom home with 2 baths--onSycamore extended near the high school. Central
gas heat Se central air, family room has
fireplace.-On large lot and has double garage.
Home has lovely carpet & is tastefully
decorated. You must see this!
Modest in price but big on comfort ameconvenience. This like new 3 bedroom brick home in
Bagwell Manor has everything to make it
desirable. Large kitchen-family room,extra nice
carpet, 2 baths, large carport. Landscaped lot
with outside storage building. A lot of luxury for
the price:

WORK AT HOME in
spare time earn $250.00
per 1000 stuffing envelopes. Send 25 cents
plus stamped, selfaddressed envelope to:
Terry Lane Enterprises,
P. 0. Box 289, Hobart,
Indiana 46342.

WANWAITRESSES
TED. Full time, experience pref&red but
not
necessary.
Weekends are a must.
Apply in person only to
Hungry. Bear
Restaurant.
NEED MAN experienced
in body work. Call 7536038,
WANTED DEPENDABLE lady to do
housework 3 days a
week.
Would
be
responsible of 2 year old
boy some of the time.
wit have Own transportation. Call 435-4500.

Loal

17, Vacuum Cleaners
kisPf)8009i119
Co., Inc.
Mayfield, Kentucky

ELECTROLUX SALES
and servic!. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.

14 Want Ti) Buy
WANTED: B-J Auto
Salvage. Junked and
wrecked cars needed.
Call527-1315 or 474-8854.

KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour answering
service:-

WANf TO BUY one acre
or less of land. Phone
437-4291.

19 Farm Equipment
NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
or new spray equipment
spring.
Agrifor
Products has them. Call
753-2958.

COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Aim old gold.
Call 753-9232.

FEMALE BEAGLE.
Must be A-1 rabbit dog.
Call 474-2259. ,

We have many pretty lake lots in Cedarling Hills.
Some of the best waterfrontlots left on Kentucky
Lake.

GOOD USED electric
typewriter. Call 762-2796.
days, 753-9339 evenings.

30 acres of fine developing land just outside city
limits on 121 West. Good highway frontage.
Deluxe 4 unit brick apartment building near
M.S.U. All apts. haVe 2 bedrooms, bath, livingdining room...kitchen & utility room, ranges,
refrigerators & disposals. All separate heat and
air units. Abargain price.
Give a plant a lovelrhome on this patio around
your own swimming pool.-Private people will enjoy, this four bedroom, 2 bath brick on a cul-desac. You can choose which heating system to use
central or baseboard It has both. In this quiet majestic.2 acre setting you'll find
Williamsburg decor among these other desirable
featiire.s. Family roorn with fireplace,recreation
moth with fireplace, 4 large baths, living room
with dining area, country style kitchen. Approx. •
5,000 sq. ft. of gracious living.

Phone 753-7724

'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
Jack Persall, 753-8961

FIREWOOD FOR sale.
$12.00 a load delivered.
Call 7534848.

BATH
TUB
ENCLOSURE kits. Marbleized anksolid colors
can be installed by
LOCAL FkR111. Peramateur. Murray
position,
manent
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
Accounting knowledge
• and experience With BIG HORN roping saddle,
computer printouts
used, custom made
helpful. Will consider
camper shell for short
or
man
/qualified
bed step side Chevrolet
woman. Write giving
pickup. Call 489-2330.
Box
resuthe
to
personal
32M,Murray,Ky.
FIREWOOD HICKORY
and oak.$16.90- a riek.
WANTED SOMEONE to
Call 489-2307.
balaysit with 3 year old
girl in my home
weekend and some week !FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
Hiekory
oak,'
any
day nights. Will furnish
length different prices.
transportation back and
Call 437-4481.
forth. Call 753-0817.

We still have some good building lots in Westwood. All have city water & sewer. Call for
prices.

Member of Multiple Listings
Loretta Jobs

$2,860.011 MONTHLY!
UnSPARETIMET
believably, excitingly
Selfeasy!
Send
'addressed and stamped
envelope to Box 1874,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.

-FUR, FCed For, 14500.
Grey
fox, $30.00.
Muskrat, $5.00. Mink
OPENING - 4 ladies to
$17.00. Raccoon $15.00.
work part or full time.
Deck Antiques. 1725
$89.00 part time, $189.00
Parkview, Hopkinsville,
full time, each a week.
Ky. 502-886-3438.
Car necessary. Not door
to door selling. Write to USED PIANO, name
M. flucy, 1606 Dodson
brand. Good condition.
Avenue, Murray, Ky.
Prefer small model.
-Good used adding
_machine. Both
A perfect retreat 43-lores of woO44ed land less
reasonably priced. Call
than 12 mile from the lake. Several good building
753-3672.
and camp sites.

Guy Spann Realty
Prentice Duhn, 753-5725

15 Articles For Sale

6. He4) Wanted

WANTED: FOUR ladies FIREWOOD, ALL hardwoods available.
for Stanley demonCustom cut. $17.00 rick.
car
strations,*
Free delivery. Call 753necessary. Willing to
8536.
work. Can make $79•50
per week part time or
$180.00 peK-vweek full SALE + CHAINSAW
time. Phoneor write for
chains, 34e: or 404 pitch.
interview - Winme Love,
Enough for 12" bar,
Box 151, Murray, Ky.
$8.95.
16" bar, $9.95. 20"
APACCEPTING
Phone 753-2342.
bar, $10.95. Wallin
PLICATION for full
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
time sales personnel
10 Business Opportunity
between ages 24 and 46
16. Home Furnishings
for retail store inc
BUILT UP
downtown Murray. In
1974 G. E. WASHER and
ROOFING
applying give age, sex,
now con- _1974 Whirlpool dryer.
rnariesl--.statissrhnundeemw-' Also hely dressing
a
struct i on
of dependants,-previous
table. , Excellent conreroofing. Approved
experience and two
ditionrCall 753-8405:
roofing
major
by
character references.
manufacturers. ConteApply in own handFURNITURE AND
st us soon for
writing to P.O. Box 264,
appliances. Can be seen
economical prices and
c-o J. A. R., Murray, Ky.
at 504 N.6th,753-0310.
quality work.

Office Hours. 8-5 Monday through Saturday

901 Sycamore Skeet

II

753-6079

D. Cole, 753-9723

Guy Spann, 753 2587
Louise Baker, 753-2409

300
MASSEY
FERGUSON combine
corn---head and grain
table. Call 753-1775.
140 INTERNATIONAL
4970 model tractor with
farm equipment including tobacco setter.
Call 753-6462.
1)4 CATERPILLAR good
under carriage, good
tracks and good engine.
$3500. Call 436-5353.
B-17 ALLIS CHALMER
tractor, plow, disc and 2
row John Deere dril
call 753_5936.

15. Articles For Sale
FIREWOOD $14-$16 a
rick. Call-436-5664.
•

AVAILABLE NOW.
Urethane foath. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767. •

24.Miscellaneous

27 Mob, e Hume Sales

FRUIT TREES, apple,
peach, pear and plum.
Standards ,and dwarfs.
Shirley Garden Center,
has all your favorites.
SON.401 Call 753-8944,

12 x 70 1974 NEW MOON.
Two bedrooms, 1 and '4
baths, all electric. Call
7534548 after 5 p. m.

31 Want To Rent
LAND SUITED FOR crop
production_ conventional
or no-till. Experienced
the
with
farmers
equipment for timely
planting and harvesting.
Storage is.nd dryingfacilities to avoid
moisture dock. Terms
negotiable. Call 753-4003
or 753-5107.

FOR SALE by owner, 2
bedroom mobile home
ONE 18 CU. ft. no frost,
unfurnished except
harvest gold, G. E.
stove and refrigerator.
refrigerator,
slightly
Washer & Dryer eenscratched
during
nectionsin use now. One
shipment, only $19.00
large 12' by 12' storage
WANT TO RENT corn
per month. W. A. C. building insulated and
and be.)us-gcound for 1977
call'753-0595.
lined, one 5' by 8' steel
season. NI- 35441M
storagrshed.-Idtan-fertir
after 5 p.m. or 763-1440.
ALL DESIGNER sheets
nice lots 100' by 200' just
reduced 40 per cent, all
3 minutes away from
32 A - aftmf-nts Fof Rent
tollet_seata_reduced_ 40.. Jake Excellent well nd
per cent, all candles Ys
septic system. Call 753ONE
EFROOM
5352 6:00 a. m. to 6:00 p.
price, all shower curFICIENCY. Olive Street
111.
tains 512 price, all
Apartments. Close to
tablecloths reduced 25ar
campus. Openings- for per cent, one group
January. Call Van
1974 ATLANTIC on 1 acre
decorator pillows
Haverstock, at 753-4451
lot in front of East
reduced 25 per cent at
or 75;4618.
Elementary
School.
Call
the
Door,
Green
753-1775.
Dixieland
Center,
_NICE FURNISHED 2
Chestnut Street.
bedroom duplex. Kit29. Mobile Hiime Rentals
chen
has built-ins.
FOR SALE- milk goats,
Convenient location.
aere-farni-Also a-1971 50 x 8 TWO BEDROOM,
Available immediately.
Chevrolet st-alion
large lot with garden.
$150 month. Call 753-3493
wagon. Call 436-5855.
489month.
Call
per
$65
after 5 p. m.
2595.
ONE 19" CU. ft. side by
APARTMENT FOR rent
side, no frost, G. E. MOBILE HOMES and
South 6th Street. Parrefrtgerator, avacado,
mobile home spaces for
Willy_ furnished. Call
repossessed, like new,
rent, at Riviera Courts.
753-3596.
take over payments,
Call 753-3280.
$19.50 per month. W. A.
FOR RENT: large two
C. - call 753-0595.
bedroom apartment.
TWO BEDROOM all
----.X-And--Lrefrtg•er-5tQr----furnished. Faculty
Water and garbage
400 MX, $675. Used
Apartments, 16ftro and
pickup
furnished.
$50
washer and dryer, $100.
Valentine. Call 753-4342
deposit,
$125
per
month.
Record player, With 4
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Call 753-2377.
speakers, 00. Call 7533191.

The Sterling
Antique Auction

ONE 15 CU. FT. upright
G. E. freezer, white,
repossessed, like new,
take over payments.
917.75 per month. W. A.
C. call 753-0595.

of be. 11th postponed by bad weather will be
held Saturday Janiary I, II a.m. in heated
building, Naval, Ky.
Of the four sales held, this is by far the best, as
we have such variety of bamboo, wicker and
other small tables. Curio and other glass
cabinets, oak and walnut chairs, piano, pump
organ, nice old bedroom suite, brass trimmed
iron bed, hall trees, over mantle mirrors, wardrobes, linen press, roll top desk, marble,top
washstands dressers...slant front and Qther,_
secretarys, clocks, pictures and frames, good
glass, and manyother small items. Mr.and Mrs.
Parkhill will have other stores open. Dealers get
a diatom;-on any item bought. Mr. Halley,
owner of the stores, reserves right to call off sale
in case of bad weather.,Also he plans an auction
Jan. 22. A mink stole will be given to person who
buys- niost_merchandise. We hnpP nil
year. Detailed announcement day of sale. Not
responsible for accidents.

CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all
mattresses,
Healthopedic or loam.
WEST KY.MA1TEESS.1136 South 3rd,Paducah,
Phone 1443-7323.
26 TV Radio
LLOYDS -10 WAITS AMFM 8 track solid state
stereo._with G _E._ turntable. $125 or best
offer. Call 753-4029.

Douglas Shoemaker

12" BLACK AND WHITE
Zenith T. V. Call 7530877.

Murray, Ky.-502-753-3375.

Curtis Mathes
The Most Zrxoens'ive Television Set,, 17; An,eric-a

drifil 0,f. f. Weil Worth it

de

'More people everyday are buying Curtis
Mathes, and why not? Curtis Mathes is the
finest T.V. on the market, with the greatest
warranty -(A Full 4 Years).

FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1 444-6865,
Paducah,Ky.
20 Sports EqLLpent
BIG SCREEN, TWIN SPEAKER
COLOR CONSOLES
A510
100°0 soup STATE

MODEL 28 SMITH and
Welson 357 magnum
and 380 catiber -Llama
automatic. Both in mint
condition. Call 753-8670.

CARCLEANINGEST
REMINGTON 12 gauge
PET cleaner you. ever
used. So easy too.'Get- 870 Pump gam Call 753Blue Lustre. Rent , 12°11
electric shampooer. Big
22. Musical
K, Bel
Shopping
Center Aire
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purFREE! WHOLESALE
chase plan. Lonardo
JEWELRY CATALOG!
Piano Company, across
Designers'
Exclusive
from Post Office, Paris,
Colleclion! Bargains
Tennessee. Also The
1824, .Antique Mall, Court
galor&
Box
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
Square,
Murray,
Kentucky.
CIRCLE COUCH, tables,
Chairs,-chest, desk, twin CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
beds, also clarinet. Call
Baldwin, Lowery - Spry
.753-2259 or 753-8311; Mrs.
and Clark. _ Largest
•- •
BillY Robertsselection in Western
Kentucky, 753-1424,
WOOD FOR SALE. Call
Olyrilpic Plaza, Murray,
437-462o
Ky.
•
-

90

FULL FEATURED

YOU PAY

ONLY

'599'
REG. PRICE s6991c

Save $100
r„.•,,soy eirictronic earl Mil . oven tko_pichere tuS
Corti, Maims

cir a miner omit atilem141
ttr
i„.
Fer
.u
it,c6Fe
tos;zaftwoc
rs You my arty travel
or
.%
will n

Service'Centel'
"A

Working Mon's Friend"

Central Shopping Center

753-5885
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LEDGER t TIMES, Thursday, January 6, 1977

ONE PAIR i3F Sorrell
mare mules rIth flax
mane and tau.So'and
3years old. Will weigh
approximately, 1200 lbs.
ONE BEDROOM duplex
when grown. Real show
apartment, gas heat, air - mules. $1350. Call nights
condition. Fully -car615-231-6221.
peted. Call 753-2732.
38 Pets Suppne,
33, Rooms For Rent
AKC REGISTERED
ROOMS FOR RENT in
white German Shepherd
puppies. Call 753-6412 or
the country. Call 436.
753-0957 after 4 p. m.
2510.

TWO BEDROOM BRICK
housein
New
Providence Community.
Large yard and garden
areLCaW 4954

FOR RENT, LEASE OR
SALE - Green .Body
Shop on 121 South. Call
436-5560.
FOR RENT - storage or
warehouse. 1600 sq. ft.
Call 7534867+ days, 7537244 nights.
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247/2833.
FOR LEASE - Building,
20x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881
37 i_o,r,,tork
REGISTERED POLLED
Hereford cow, 10 years
old, and 4 month old
Heifer calf. 25 cents'per
pound. Due to hay
shortage. Call. 436-5324.

9. Used Cars & Trucks
1962 PONTIAC. 2 door
hardtop,
automatic
transmission, power
steering, power brakes,
.$100.. aall 436-2439 after
6:30 p. m.

Weal
Wilson Realty
wish to
Thank You,
our friends,'
for the
$2,000,000

1976 GW 34 ton, heavy
duty springs and tires,
8,000 miles_ Perfect
condition. $3,950. Call
753-4716.

Plus

In Real
Estate Salei
During 1976

1916,CHEVROLET
pickup truck. Good
mechanical condition.
Reasonable price. Call
753-2732.

FOR SALE regiStered
Walker Hound Dogs. 10
monthsold, have started
hunting.:Mon-

IMMEDIATE
- POSSESSION 081bedroom,2 bath borne at
convenient
location
dose to shopping-areas
on quiet residential
ROBERTS REALTY street. Attractive landyour leader in slae.s for
scaping and a large
1976 needs you?listings.
workshop make this 11
Call 753-1651, if you are
very desirable home to
interested in selling
own. Call any of our five
your'property.
full-time sales personnel
for more information on
this fine home. Priced in
COZY COMFORT is themid 30's. KOPPERUD
-word for this attractive
REALTY, 753-1222.
three bedroom brick
veneer home on wooded
FOR RENT OR -SALE: 8
corner lot in Westwood
room. hou,sc, 3 bedroom,
_Subdivision. City water
central heat and air, 4
and sewer, 2 baths, all
mile from Murray en
built-ins in kitchen,
641. asit 753-5618.
central heat and air,
patio, 2 car garage with
double
concrete
driveway. New and
ready, for someone to
move right in. You will
love the up-to-theminute appointments.
and.stior _
yourself. GUY SPANN
901
REALTY,
Sycamore,-753-7724.

A GOOD inexpensive one
bedroom home located
on Ky.124 at Coldwater.
water
Community
ONE HAMSHIRE boar
system. House is on nice
weight about 400 11:190ne
level lot that could be
bred Yorkshire sow.
used for a future
•
Call 436-5672.,
business location. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
Street,
Main
505
THREE REGISTERED
Murray, 753-0101 or call
polled Hereford bulls.
Alsw6!-bushog-Call-436---Briee- Ratterree-at 7535921.
5818.

Gatesborough Nome

Exceptional quality-built home in Gatesborough
with 3 large bedrooms, 2 baths, living room,
large den with beautiful cedar paneling, wood
beamed ceiling and .lovely fireplace, formal
dining room, kitchen, utility room, 2 car garage
and many extras. This home has lovely decor
and is truly unique. Phone us today for an appointment to view this home.

KOPPERUD
REALTY RI
711 Main

753-1222

r START THE NEW
YEAR RIGHT..
WITH

, ROUSTS RLIILTY

NEW LISTING is this three bedroom brick. It
has a beautiful den with fireplace, barroom,
exquisite lighting, fenced in yard, central heat &
air, range, dishwasher, disposaL5& lots of other
extras.
NEAT IS the way to describe this little cabin in
lakeway shores. Isolated location, two
bedrooms, living room & kitchen. A steal at
$10,500:
NEARLY AN acre of thnd & a new house can be
yours for only $18,500. Two bedroortis, living
room with fireplace. Even a part basement.

Ray Roberts 436-5650
Edna Knight 753-4910
Annd Requarth 75372477

"PRICE 1NCLOPE5 CHECKING
•?oucz OWN "IMES."
43 Real Estate

46. Homes

614 MUSTANG II, Local
car, low mileage, extra
sharp. Call 753-0410.
19651
135CK,todiape.
$200. lialp
r 753515 '

For Sale

TWO ACRES OF land.. SEVEteROOM brick
house,6 acres ground, 2
east of Almo on blacktop
tobacco barns. Three
road. Call 753-441&
acres dark fired tobacco
45. Farms For Sale
base under woven wire
fence. Call 753-.6462.
FARM FOR 4SALE by
owner,76 acres,60 acres
tendable• land. Stock
barn, plenty of water,
one mile east of Independence'--- Church.
Call 753.6720.

47 Motorcycles •
30. IN. HIGH trail mini
bike. Great- Christmas
Gift. Good price. Call
753-7327, %

1971 CAMARO Super
Sport. Call 1-3624595.

1972 DATSUN PICKUP.
Excellent condition. Call
753-5561.

EXTRAORDINARY is this brand. new three
bedroom,2 bath house in Canterbury. Has all the
extras including den and dining -room, and
fireplace. Really lovely.
161
/
2 ACRES, NEAR TOWN, with 11 room house.
Has 3 baths, recreation room, and much much
more. Too much to describe so call for an ap,aointment to see it:
RORERTS REALTY DOES NEED LISTINGS.
Thinking of-selling? Call,us first at 753-1651 Or the
following at their hPmes.

T.C. Collie 753-5122
Lela Reed 1134086
Pat Armstrong 436-2174

1968 CUTLASS St Excellent condition. .14,000
miles on motor. Must
see to appreciate. Call
753-8267.

49. Used Cars & Trucks

51 Services Offered

1973 GRAND PRIX. 1969
TorRnado. Call 436-2471.
1963 FORD PICKUP
truck for sale. Call 4365411.
1963 FORD customized
van, mag Wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 4928441.
,

1969
CONVERTIBLE
Ponder-Custom S. 0. H.
C. 6 cylinder'automatic,
a steal at $750. Also TBirds, one each 1955.
1956, 1957. Best ibvesttnent around. See
Bob Coot at Hazel.

MD Stethoscope Reg. 12.50 Sale $8.95
Nurse Stethoscope Reg. KM Sale $6.00
Reg. $79.95 Sale $18.95
BP Cuff

Mercy
Professional Ambulance
-Service
Hospital Supplies,
Sales and Rentals

511.N. 4th Street
Phone 753-9333

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 751-6760,
day or night.

DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.

UPHOLSTERING
custom and speciarthing
in ahtiques. Call--7530493.

TILE - TILE - TILE
Complete patio and
porches, brick and tile,
showers, entrance,
kitchens. -Call J. R.
Hamilton, 753-8500.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save 6n these
high, heat and cooling,
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at ,• 753-2310 for free
estimates.

1875 -DODGE Camper. 21
Ft. sleeps six. 12,000
miles. Call 753-8533 ROY HARMON'S Car-4AXL-Kfterl_711
-1112.1.: _ _ -- pewterShop,
Professionals. Building,
16' TRAILER, ,camgier.,_
_remodeling, repairing
Sleeps six. Call 733-4904.
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street, next to Drive-In
Theatre..
51 Sc.,,c,el Otte.ed
WILL DO BABYSITTING
in my home. Call • 7530877.

.1972 DODGE Colt, 4 cyl. ELECTRICAL REPAIR
automatic, 2 dr. h.t.,
of 'electric heat, air
solid yellow with new - condition, ippliances,
tires. $1050.00. _Phone
water pumps,- water
354-6217.
heaters and .wiring. 30
,
Years experience. Call
1966 SCOUT, 4 cyl.
436-5676.
straight stick, good
body and runs good.
GLASS REPAIR WORK
$450.00. Phone 354-6217.
for storm windows and
doors. Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass
1972 CHEVROLET Imreplacement. M and_G
palla, good condition,
Complete Glass,
50,000 miles. ;1515.00.
Dixieland
Shopping
Call 767-4793.
Center, 753-0180.

46 Homes For Sale
30'ACRES OF PRIME
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
farm land with two COUNTRY 14061E- - 4
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
bedroom house just
bedroom brick on 21,4
Honda 550 four with
listed. Farm land is 95
wooded acres. $31,900.
windjammer. Call 753per cent fenced with
Call 753-5747.
.
=6.
woven wire, has tobacco
49 Used Cr & Trucks
base and tobacco barn- BY OWNER-_!.3 'bedroom
118TITIP"wrerrargr-tlYty7.sliecT-TMM
1964
CHEVELLE
room,
den
with
some of the finest farm
1974 V. W. Super Beetle,
MALIBU. Good tranfireplace, 11
/
2 bath,
land in the county and
50,000 miles. $1700. Call
sportation. $300. fall
carpeted, wall paper,
has frontage on both
753-3185.
489-2284 or 474-2245 after
air condition mad wall
Highway 121 North and
6.
Brady Road. Home is
heat. Call 753-7504 after 1963. THUNDERBIRD,
4:30 p.m.
well built, brick and
automatic transmission,
1973 CAPRICE CLASSIC.
frame home with tree
p6wer steering, power
Power, air. Radials.
shaded lot and white '- FOUR BEDROOM 2 story
brakes. Air. $400. Call
color. 41,000
Burgandy
plank-fenced yard.
436-2439
after
6:30.
colonial under- conmiles. Call 753-8998.
/
2 miles
Located only 51
struction Deluxe home
from Murray. Phone
with all the extras. Buy 1968 V. W. BEETLE with
1974 FORD VAN for sale.
KOPPERUD REALTY,
1973 motor. $400. Call
now and pick your
V-8, straight drive,
753-1222 for more in753-0165 or after 6 753carpet and wall paper.
power steering. Body',
formation on this fine
0574.
For further information
•
like new. Call 753-9200.
property. We at KOPcall 753-3903.
PERUD- REALTY are
1968 Z28 CAMAROr 302,
FOR SALE OR TRADE
working hard to provide BY OWNER -3 bedroom
turbo 400. $1200. Can be
for. a Chevelle or
the best possible service
seen at 66 Station 4th
brick home. Just been
1969
Camaro
a
to you.
and
Chestnut
or
phone
decorated. 1702 Cdiege
383
Roadrunner,
753-0165 days, 753-0574
Farm Road or call 753rpa_gpum, 4 speed.
HOUSE AND.
for -Mags. Blue-with bthelt
sale at 407 N. 3rd. Two
vinyl top. Call 753-5612.
bedroom,- living room, - TWO BEDROOM -HOME
1972
PLYMOUTH
kitchen, bath. Call 753Duster, 340 engine.
Northwest of Murray on
1971 CHEVY Caprice.
4418.
Power steering and
nice shady lot. Fully
64,000-'Miles. Call 48kbrakes.
Tape
player and
Carpeted, kitchen,
26 days, 489-2285 after
CAMELOT DR WE-nice
chrome wheels. $1,0067
dining room, utility,
6 p. m.
4 bedroom tri-level brick
bath. And livini_room___ Can be seen at_ 66
wilhdentrarias-heif,
Station,
4th
and
Ample storage area plus
1971 DODGE VAN, 6
central electric air,
Chestnut or phone 753two outdoor.: storage
cylinder,. automatic, 351
carport, wall to wall
0165
days, 753-0574
buildings. Call 489-2778
ton. Call 4354113 after 6.
carpeting, pella winbefore 8:30 a. m. or after -nights.
dows, and
fenced
5:30 p. m.
1971 OPAL WAGON, as
backyard. Includes 2
1961 FORD, MUSTANG
saver,4 speed. $550. Call
additional Jots. Call 753convertible
$700.
Call
BY OWNER,REDUCED,
489-2595.
8080 or come by 105 N.
seven rooms and- bath, _nights 615-232-6221.
12th, BOYD MAJORS
With dry basement and
1967 MUSTANG GT
REAL ESTATE.
carport.:Large lot, good 1968 MUITANGE V-8,
V-8
fastback. - 289
automatic.
Red.
Exlocation. Call 753-1961.
automatic, mag wheels,
FOR ALL YOUR incellent condition. $1100.
57,000 miles. Good
surance • or real estate
BY -OWNER -2- bedroom - 'Call 753-6648.
Onneation. $1050. Call-needs. CalI Wilson
brick, fireplace, g4rage,
753-9189 orq53-8124 after
Insurance and Real
1-BIRD, FOUR door 1967
patio, large shaded lot.
5
Estate, 753-3263. Across
(Classic?
)
81,000
local.
$25,500. Call 753-5818.
from Post Mee.
Sharp and ready. $1250.
Buddy Valentine, 1804 '1972 MAVERICK, 6
cylinder, automatic,
Greenbrier 753-4981.
'power
power steering, new
-1973--BUICK LE SABRE " tires. 64,000 miles.
Excellent condition. 22
cuitora 4 door sedan.
m.p.g. $1350. Call 753One OWTIOT 43,400 miles.
9189
or 753-8124 after 5.
In -excellent condition.
$2,700. Call 753-0609.
1962 DODGE PICKUP.
Slant six, big bed, good
1969 FORD TORINO..
condition. $275. Call 753Small
V-8, - with
9189
or 753-8124 after 5,,
automatic transmission.
Fair condition. $560. Call
1975 MALIBU CLASSIC,4
753-8127.
door. 1972 Olds 98. Both
ia excellent condition.
1970 PONTIAC. A reel
at seen
be
sharpie. Call 753-5561. _ Can
University Gulf.

REDUCED $1,000 is this neat three bedroom
brick. Extra large lot, dishwasher & range. Only
$26,000.

MI

1E

Supplies

NICE SW* furnishedapartment for rent. Can
be
seen, at
3110
Woocllawn.1

34 Houses For Rent

M

Vittrrt rdeked and graded. Free
estimates. Call Clifford
Garrison 753-5429.
PAINTING interior and
exterior. Texture ceiling
and sheetrock finishing.
Call Ralph Worley, 753-

clee.

.GUW01 ERIN-G - -WY
SEARS, Sears seamless
_gutters_ -installeil
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
frepa.stinlates
NEED TREES cut,.
firewood; land clearing,
carpenter work or light
hauling. Call 753-4707.
WE LAY RUBBER back
carpet $1.25 sq. yd. Work
guaranteed 1 year. Call
for Ray 436-2124 or Bob
436-2415. '

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White,753-0605.

RENT IINSENVAC
Ile abet lte-11-pmersor sidled
Mew emote II...
EASILYse pane portalOo pow

FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs ran John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
13&2388.-

LAKELAND
CONSTRUCTION backhoe
work in Baywood,
Panorama Shores, area.
White rock_ delivered
anywhere.- --Call Ross,
436-25051

CARPET CLEANING
experienced,
very
reasonable rates,
references, 'free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618,

GENERAL BACKHOE
work, white gravel,
bank gravel. Call 4362306.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs clone?
Then call 753,4614.

house Ow olt Ow rock

EFFeCTIVELTdemi ribtattiand vacuums
out claw Won dot and
plorne in a ample worp
Owns Itto

nay

nefessoineis do-al
a traction 04 Iho cost
(YOU SAC UP TO
$25 00 4111 00001)

-"I

FIREWOOD: CUT to
order Also- -split Tail
fences. Will deliver Call
evenings 901-247-5569.
WILL DO inside or outside painting and srfiall
carpentry work. Phone
527-9959.
WET BASEMENT? We
Make wet basements
.dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call, or
write Morgan COOsAruction Co., Route 2,
Box"-400-A--Paducah
;
Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
MOBILE HOME anchors,
underpinning',
aluminum awning, and
roofs sealed. Call
evenings, 753-1873, Jack
Glover..
WHY PAI4T? Let Glover
and
Wilson
put
aluminum siding and
trim on yout'llOuse. Also
aymings -and- carports.
753-1873.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
" refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474;
8841 oi753-7203.

•

Docer Stori
00441.(Woe 713.3M1

FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal
Contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 or
753-9490.
CUSTOM HAY bailing
--and-rtistorrt-eentbistiag,
ca. II 753-8099.

8)

Rant tor oily s12.00 a day

sAyt
FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
5425.00 op, ftoorstil, ready to eso. Only d few buildings,
vicious iIio, letter rhea ta old prices. Ivy $te levee 4et
6ss•

C1200*1 BUILT POITAILI DOILDINGS 753-01184

Year End Clearance
Every Item In Store Reduced. All new. Magnavox

o.59
w
N9
14.98 $
Req.
Stereo Headphones
AM-FM Clock Radio
$54.95 $32.95
$189.95 $129.95
Stereo Components
.
$149.00 Lt.
Portable
$198.00
19" 8`1V- TV
13" Color Portable TV . 5339.00 $319.00 it.
19" Color Portable TV . $498.00 $389.00 ..t.
5" Color Console TV. . $629.00 $489.00 ..t.
$198.00 _$129.00
Stereo Console
Stereo Console .
S329.110 $239.00
Stereo Console
$519.00 $429.00
Wurlitzer Organ
S'20000 $2195.00
.Wurlitzer Piano
$1198.00 $798.00
Odyssey . . .
... S119.95 $79.95

We.Finance - Nothing Down
SPECIAL BARGAINS
12" 13 W Ty
$49.95
$129.00
13- Color, Portable
25" Color TV Collsole (Used)...... $228.00
- ,a month
25" Color TV Console (Repossessed). $15.11n1
ManOther Specials Thru Jan. 8

J 3 B Music-Magnavox
Chestnut St. (Dixieland Center), Murray, Ky.

PAINTING
Interior-Exterior - Spray-Brush-Roll
Resrdentsal Commercial
In Shop, Spraying of Yard Furmture Shutters • Etc

Parking Lot Striping
We Are Fully Insured
No Job Too Large:or Too Small

FREE ESTIMATES
Dial 753-0839 or 753-5287

CARLOS BLACK JR.
PAINTING CO.
406 Sunbury Circle, Murray
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Coffee Boycott Brewing Little
Price Change; Much Confusion

Deaths and Funerals
SeriiCes Satuiday
At Local Church
For Hub Erwin

Mrs. Jones Dies At
Age 70; Was Native
Of Calloway

Funeral services for Herbert I Hub Erwin of Hazel
Route One will be held
Saturday at two p. m. at the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church, where he'
was a Member, with the Rev.
Dr. William P. Mullins, Jr.,
officiating.
Intermkt Will be in the
church' cemetery._ with the_
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home
isherelriencis may call after'
six p. m. today Thursday).
*Mr_ 'Erwin, 'age 77, cited'

Word has been received of
the death of Mrs. Francis
Margaret Jones -who died
Deeember 30 at a- hospital
near Cleveland, Ohio. She was
70 years of age and was born
in Calloway County, being the
daughter of the late W. F. and
Pearl Peterson. ,

Ir

r

Mrs.,„Jones is survived by.
one daughter, Mrs. Patricia
Heinley, Bedford,: Ohio; one
son, Allen 0. Jones, Cary, Ill.;
one sister, Mrs. Carolyn P.
Sinder. Memphis, TenkOwo
brothers, -William F.son, Stow, Ohio, and John H.
Vetenson, Kirkawy. -.,
Memorial services wert
held at the Pfeifle Funeral
Home, Akron, Ohio, on
Monday, January 3.

.Feter

Memorial Services,
For Young Mother,
Children, Today

THERE'S GOODWILL IN HIS HOME-John McDonald,
44, North Carolina native who went to Florida to look
for work, finds a temporary home in an abandoned
in
collection box at Goodwill Industries headquarters
Orlando, Fla.
tar wirephoto)

in New York. "That seem more
The frost coincided with civil war in
NEW YORK (AP) - The coffee
legitimate than looking for behind-the
Angola, cutting production there by
boycott spreading to parts of the nation
manipulation."
'scenes
e
in
earthquak
an
two-thirds,
- has caused little.price change but has
Guatemala, disruption in Uganda and
s analyst-'said, "If
brewed much confusion over the cause
commoditie
A
flooding in Colombia.
prices had been manipulated upward it
of spiraling costs.
"We cana.blame the coffee producers
Sprne obsfrvers have blamed .the
would mean the shortage was artificial
for what's been happening to prices,"
higb prices on a .shortage of coffee
and it would pay the Owners of coffee to
said -Joan Braden, consumer affairs
beans. Others have blamed higher
sell it.'That-has not been the case."
adviser in the U.S. State Department.
U.S. Rep. Fred Richmond, D-N.Y.,
export taxes for forcing the price up.
Because of the worldwide supply
And the announcement Wednesday
thinks there is in effect a cartel among
situation, some producing nations'have
coffee-producing nations. Re wants the
that Brazil more than doubledirts coffee
federal government to provide,figures
export earnings in 1976-acti11e exporting *raised their export taxes.to keep the
coffee at-borne. Brazil, for instance,
on export taxes and the exact size of
only about 7 per cent more coffee
boosted its tax from .855 to $100 a bag
prompted speculation of conspiracy
world stIpplies.
since Dec.20.
Government officials dismiss the
and market rnanipuration.
. Is there a shortage?
Some coffee industry spokesmen say
notion of a conspiracy among coffee
A spokesman for the Folger Coffee
..
producers.
a- conspiracy is imaginary. But the
Co. in.-Cincinnati, a major roSster of
"If it's so easy to conspire, why didn't
prices are not. In the United States,
they do it in the 1960s and early 1970s
they have risen from about $1.25 a • green coffee beans, said,"although the
Braziyan frost did hurt the crop, there
when,prices were only going upa penny
pound to more than $3 in the last year.
is nerwiitrillwicie shortage. We can see no
PrlceS'In AuStria dabbled in 1976 in
a pound a year?" asked one expert.
good reason why green coffee prices
kle_ planted out that'll. 15three installments. In Israel, where the
slchigh7
SITiuldBe
-ii1TET
c
a
urging
is
ority
difficult to maintain discipline among
stihiéfA1iTh
Koroin, president of Acer dr
43 producing countries, all of which are
boycott, the price is now about $4.50 a
Korbin toffee Importers of Norwalk, poor and badly in need of. foreign
pound, up from ;1.68 a year ago.
Conn., agreed there _Ls no shortage. Btil exchange earnings.
Herd is a breakdown of the major
areas now raiseclin the-cinwent debate- .Litsaid neither is there is a hugesurplus
Will boycotts help?
of coffee to keep the price low.
on coffee prices:
Consumer boycotts organized in the
Is there manipulation?
Why are prices rising?
United States and other countries have
. Charges of market manipulation to
The 1975 killer frost that destroyed
had
little effect - prices in London on
be
to
tend
coffee
of
price
up
the
drive
many of Brazil's coffee trees, which
dropped just one cent-and a
Tuesday
discounted by coffee experts.
take five years to be replenished, is
said consumers would
dealer
coffee
that
you
is
market
the
in
issue
"The
only,one of the natural and political
coffee driniting in half
their
cut
to
have
can
and
I.
can charge what you want
disasters being blamed for the current
months to affect price's.
two
for
source
coffee
said
a
want,"
I
what
'pay
situation.

Memorial services .for a
-wow,
•,•
-issue
young mother and her.,three
daughters killed in a house
fire Saturday night ,...o(
Spithgville„ Tenn.;near Paris
Landing State Park, are
planned- 'at four p. m. today
( Thursday ) at StockdaleLierbert iHubt Erwin
-Malin Funeral Home in Big
a roost, the U.S. Fish and -Wildlife
FRANKFORT,Ky.( API-Kentucky
early Wednesday morning in a Sandy, Tenn.
Service must certify that the roost has
exofficials aren't giving up on
Mrs. Patricia Agnes Childs,
_one cars accident in the
more than 500.000 birds and is free of
wintering
of
flocks
large
of
termination
Community 27, and daughters -Teresa 4
Scortsborough
onrnental-' complications such asAenvir
,
can
recent
blaekbirds, despite the
near. Nashville, _Tenn, Also Frances 2, Patricia Marian,
Itnearlyiatuesaistir4atar supplier,-.
n-a-Logan-aa
n4saitiemate
on-efsa-tisi
--4--eellati
•
andshlargaretsOlere-Ohrkit
The service has certified roosts in
s
Counts' roost.
his wife, Mrs. Eva Erwin, his 6, perished in a Midnight fire :1
Simpson, Hart and Powell
Logan,
'
daughter, Mrs. L. W. that completely destroyed •
a - • - eounties,-but-these are"just too big"-to
-wait
to
-to-trave
-going
-just
PF
"iergi
Paschall, both now patients at their'home at • SpringVnle
wet down effectively -by artificial
little longer for the right conditions,"
,
Baptist Hospital, Nashville, Route 2
means, Harris said.
ner
Commissio
e
Agrictilliir
said
The only survivors of the •
and his son-in-law, L. W.
He said-that Coburn Gayle, state pest
- Thomas Harris, who returned- t6
Paschall, now a patient at firiaswere Franklin Childs, 26, control director, and Charles Danner,a
off:
calling
after
sday
Frankfort-Wedne
Hospital, busban-d and -father, and-- -- an attack on the roost near Russellville.
Vanderbilt
Fish and Wildlife Service represenNasvhille, Tenn., Mr.. Erwin daughter Sandy, 5.
tative .from Lexington, have visited a
of
by
lack
stymied
were
officials
The
Mrs. Childs was born Dec.-3,
was taken to Vanderbilt
roost in Christian County that may be
rain, just as they were in two attempts •
Hospital after the accident 1949, in Boston, Mais.,- the
enough for artificial irrigation if
small
on the same roost before Christmas.
where he was pronounced daughter of Richard S. and
it is certified.
seek
may
the
state
-said
Harris
Margaret Sullivan Pearson,
dead.
The state used PA-14 last year to kill
federal approval for chemical attacks
The Calloway County man who now reside in Phoenix,
about" 9 million of the more than 30
cliard_rooSts -that.
smaller
some
on
war- a'farmer and tobacco Ariz.
million starlings, grackles, cowbirds
could be artificiall • irrigated if the
She is also survived by five
buyer. Born December 24,
edwird-blackbirds-that-migrate
were ay.
-----ancl4
weather
E
Noreep
-Miss_
sisters,
Kentuck ror therrinter.
to
way
to
ed
only
federally-approv
The
was the son ofthe late Thomas Pearson of Little Rock,. Ark.,
The attacks were launched after the
exterminate the blackbirds is with a
Ann
Margaret
Miss
and
EfWin and Betty England
-Uocks were blamed for devouring
huge
the
on
sprayed
When
A-14.
detergent-P
Erwin. He and his wife, the Pearson, Mrs, Joan Marie
in farm feedlots, transmitting
grain
rain,_it
washes
a:heavy
during
birds
former Eva Bazzell of Graves Perez, Mrs. Virginia L.
animal diseases and possibly
and
their
oils
feathers,
from
protective
Gay
married Brewer and Mrs. Sandra
were
County,
sin e
if the weather is cold enough,
, 1911 at- Paris, Shaffer, all of Arizona; and
disease, in lung
a
sis,
histoplasmo
exposure.
brothers, Richard
two
Tenn.
on
humans.
use
to
PA-14
to
obtain
the
state
For
_
Mr. Erwin is survived by his Pearson Jr. and Coleman
wife; three daughters, Mrs. L. Edward 'Pearson, both of
W. Mary -Frank-i-Prschall, Arizona.
Murray, MIS-Ctiarles (Jpdy
Patricia Marian was born
Parker, Hazel, and Mrs. on her mother's birthday,

Attempts To Attack Bird
Roosts .Stymied By Weather

-
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Skeletons Discovered In Warren
County May Be 6,000 Years Old

three sons, Joe Tom Erwin Teresa Frances was bora Jan.
and Rob Erwin, Hazel Route 15, 1974, in Illinois, and
One, and Billy Erwin, Hazel Margaret Ellen was born May
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. Springs turned up more than weapons. They were not
Route Two; two sisters, Mrs. 10, 1970, in Ulionis.
- Western Kentucky dirt, exposing bones 14 inches farmers, although they may
AP)
Besides their father and
Pearl Jones, Murray, and
scientists say that - beneath the ground and others have grown sunflowers or
University
theirleave
they
Mrs. Mary Wilson, Detroit, sister,
wheat. Primarily, they were
unearthed two to three feet deep.
skeletons
nine
Mich.; two brothers, 'Phil maternal grandparents, Mr.,
an
and gatherers of roots
Schock,
Jack
hunters
Dr.
recently in Warren County
Erwin, Murray,and Dewey L. and Ws. Pearson, and
an- and berries, with deer being
of
professor
assistant
years
6,000
as
much
as
may
be
paternal grandparents, Mrs.
Erwin, Murray.
thropology at Western, said the major source of food,
Also surviving, are eleven Donna McGinnis of Big Sandy, old.
Gary Foster, assistantthat all but two of the
a
at
operating
A
bulldozer
of
Childs
grandchildren who are"Mrs. Tenn., and Franklin
have been removed director of archaeological
skeletons
Plum
near
site
building
Billy Rue (Janice) Nix, Senath, Mo.
from theirtrurlatsites.He-said-- researCh at Weitern, Said not
Murray; -Mrs. Rick - tEvie)
MEN..
bone samples will be sent to much is known about the
Paschall, Murray Route Four,
6
/00
ENNIMPErg S2
the
University of Georgia for culture of very early man or
MEIPKIIZE
Billy Paul- Erwin and Miss
carbon-dating.
whether he followed a religion
E
fral'AEN
Terri Erwin, Hazel Route
At death, Carbon 14 leaves of sorts.
N
UNNEE
Two, Tim Erwin, Hazel, Mrs.
MENNEN
The human body at a slowing
"We feel that with later
Larry (Wese) Lily, Murray,
interest at diminishing rate. By gauging cultures than the one we're
at noon
Interest
of
iikal
of
local
stotk
of
stocks
of
Prices
Prices
Tammy Gallimore, Laurie
EDT; today, furnished to the Ledger & noon today furnished to the -Ledger & the amount of radiation given probably dealing with, the
Tracy
and
Times by First of M chigan, Corp., of Times by I. M.Simon.Co. are as follows:
Gallimore,
off by the remains scientists burials were oriented with
Murray,are as follows:
Gallimore, Murray, and
... + 3.41
..
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will be able to tell when the respect to the sun," he said.
.-.
Airco
Charles and Benji Parker,
Plum Springs individuals "The heads were placed either
Vs uric
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Heublein
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unc
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The final rites for Mrs. T. C.
(Ethel L.) Miller .are being
held today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Fimeral. Home_ with the Rev.,
Jack Jones officiating

pin $7.44
I
ilt
Fed. Ex Tar

•F.E.T. is Federal &mire Tax

Were $41.00 each in.our 1976 fall Big Book
Built tough with 2 steel belts and 2 polyester cord 'plies, Sears Steel
Belted Silent Guard gii es you the strength And stability • yosa want-in
a tire! Its wide "78” series design puts lots of tread on the road for
great traction and its whitewall sidewall helps add a touch of class to
whatever you drive.
'Call Sears today lor the lire to lit your car pt a great savings!
PRICES EXPIRE MARCH 15, 1977
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Final Rites Today
For Wt. Miller

_

Serving as pallbearers will
be R. W. Scarbrough, Jr.,
Ronnie Robinson; Gayle
Finney, Milford Hicks, Hugh
.(Dock) Wallace, and John
Lax. Burial will be in the West
Fork Cemetery.
Mrs.,- Miller, age .42, died
Tuesday at seven a.m. She
was pronounced dead at the
-Calloway County
—Murray
-Hospital after being stricken
"ill at home.

Carter Supports Curtis As
Democratic Party Chairman

program for fighting unemployment,
PLAINS, Ga.(AP)- President-elect
and a slack economy.
inflation
Carter asked members of -the
today
Committee
National
Democratic
Tie selection of Curtis, who was
to elect former Gov. Kenneth M. Curtis governor of_Maine from 1967-75, came
of Maine as party chairman.
as no surprise. Curtis was here last
,Carter also designated Sidney week and told reporters 0l
- ard vias
Harman, a manufacturer of hifidelity "accurate speculation " to guessthat
equipment, as his choice to be un- he was Carter's choice to succeed
dersecretary. of commerce. Harman is Robert Strauss as Democratic national
chairman, president and chief chairman.
officer -pf Harman
eireeutive
a statement, Carter aid?"
International IrichlstrieS The.; which- ;
-I
have, been impressed watt Ken
She is survived by her
Harmanfirm,
embraces his original
Curtis since we were \,governors
'husband, T. C., and son , Glen
Kardon Inc..
in 1971 I know he shares my
Allen Miller, Route One,
The President-elect ' abide these together
Puryear, Tenn.; two half
, strOng.belief that the Democratic party
announcements prior to an. afternoon
to the people and not jutt
sisters, Mrs. Mary StirLainb,
meeting with Vice President-elect - must belong
Miss
He also shares my
figures.
political
and
the
III.,
Rockford,
-Walter F. Mondale, five prospective
admiration for the remarkable job Bob
Martha_Minins; half brother,
mic
chief-ecOno
and
members
Cabinet
.
Strauss has done as chairman."
Ilerrn.an aernrcs_p_
adviser Charter Srhultzv Vs-draft a

•

Curtis is expected to beetected to the
party post when members of the
Democratic National Committee meet
in Washington Jan. 21 to elect new
officers. Strauss is leaving the post he
held for four- years to return to his
Dallas law practice.
* Harman, the President-elect's choice
for the No. 2 job in the Commerce
Department, has had no previous experiep.ce ill government. A Carter
announcement said he "has worked on
the development of work humanization
ms within his factories and on
programs of human development
Within industry and labor."
Carter's choice to head the department is. Juanita Krepa, a Duke
economist and adUniversity
_
rnirntrator.
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-Was $31.99
in our 1976
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Maintenance-free
48 BATTERY

akk
with
trade -:n,

Call or,Visit your leass store today for a 'battery to fit your car
PRICE EXPIRES FEBRUARY 9, 1977

•Price Is Catalog Price

Sears 1
SIL4111. ilM1116141, 4.41%.4 U.

• Delivery and Installation liol Included

SEARS CATALOG SALES OFFICE
153-2310 S. l2tItSt.

"

